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Part of · 
new dorm 
Due to deficits, profit loss 
occupied 
By Julie Hanauer 
The 'first of six residence 
halls in _UNH's new apartment 
hous-ing complex was 
· completed in time for school 
and is now occupied by 68 
juniors and seniors. 
Details on meeting between 
new dorm and Davis A venue 
residents, page 3. 
A second building housing 
72 upperclassmen is scheduled 
for completion ~ by mid-
September. Construction of 
the 400 bed complex is on 
schedule according to David 
Bongiovanni. manager of the 
apartment complex. The 
complex should be completed 
by next fall. 
In addition to the six 
apartment buildings there will 
be a community building 
housing laundry, mail and -
study facilities and a kl unge 
Bookstore may 
contract out 
By Beth Germano 
Thriving deficits and profit 
loss may force the UN H 
bookstore to be contracted to a 
private operator if it cannot 
1 reach a · 5.5 percent profit 
margin by October. 
At the recommendation of 
UNH administration ti1e 
rought draft of a specific;;ttion 
has already been prepared for 
contracted operation which 
would ~egin spring-semester. 
The decision to release the 
bookstore, which has operated 
under University management 
as a nonprofit organization, 
was the result of a study 
performed by the Governor's 
Management Review in the fall 
of 198 I.. 
The study revealed that while 
the bookstore was not making 
profits, it also suffered from a 
"thrivable deficit." according 
to USNH trustee Arthur 
Grant. 
Operating against a nine 
month deadline se( by USNH 
trustees last October. the 
bookstore was required to 
boost its 1-2 percent bottom 
line , profit margin to 5.5 
percent. 
However, when in May it 
appeared the store would not 
reach that margin, the trustees 
voted July I to contract out. 
"You don't intend to make 
money but you can 'f operate so 
close to a margin that you lose 
money," said Grant. 
UNH bookstore manager·, 
John Maier, wants the trustees 
to take a .second look at the 
situation and give the store 
more time to increase its net 
return. While he realizes some 
profit margin is necessary, he 
fears the impact that private 
contracting will have on the 
U niv~rsity community. 
NEW DORM, page-8 One of the new dorms has been completed and now houses more than 60 students. Eventually, 400 ~tu.dents will live in the 
The store experienced its 
biggest loss of its 89-year 
history in the last fiscal yea"r. 
.. "fhere is a · tendency of 
leased college stores to cut back 
on offerings and concentrate 
BOOKSTORE, page 7 




By Karen Reynolds 
··Do NOT TRESPASS" 
_signs have been posted on the 
main entries· and lobbies of all 
University dormitories. 
The warnings are being 
posted in an effort to reduce 
hall damages and to e,nsure the 
safety of students living in 
dorms. according to Carol 
Bischoff. Director of 
Residential Life. The new 
system was established over the 
summer after a lengthy 
discussion between Residential 
Life and the UNH Department 
of Public Safety. 
TJ:iey concluded that much of 
the damage that occurs within 
the resident halls is ca used by 
non-residents and people not 
even connected to the 
University system, Bischoff 
said. 
Captain Roger Beaudoin of 
the UN H Department of 
Public Safety said the resident 
halls are .. wide open" and this is 
why the new system_ has been 
established. The signs will hold 
no restrictions on legitimate 
people. but are designed to 
control the wanderings of 
people who have no connection 
with the University and are not 
invited guests of hall residents, 
he said. 
He said that much of the 
damage done. in the past has 
been ~aused by •~college-aged 
people" who had no business 
being on the UNH campus. 
l n order. to protect residents · 
and their physical environ-
ment, Bischoff feels that a clear 
statement should b,e made. By 
posting black. bold-faced signs. 
Residential Life hopes that 





ENTRY BEYOND THtS POJHT IS RESTfUCTED TO RESlD£NTS Of11ttS 8UtLDIHG, 
!HElR GUESTS, AND AUTMORtZEO UHWERSITY Of NEW HAJA?Sffiftf STAff. 
VIOLATORS ARE SUBl£CT TO attMOW. ARREST / PROSECUTfON UHD£Jl ff.ii. 
R.S.A. 635:2, CRtMfNAL TRESPASS. ' 
Department of Re~ntial Ufe 
University of fttw Ma~e 
These signs were posted in all of the University resident 
halls. (Jim Millard photo) 
Cars to he labelled for towing 
By Maggie McKowen 
People who have failed to 
pay four or more parking fines 
after .receiving numerous 
notices from ·the UN H 
Department of Public Safety 
will now have their cars labeled 
with red warning tags which 
mark them for .. tow". The 
person will also lose the righ't to 
park on University property. 
According to Dave Flanders, 
director of UN H's Department 
of Public Safety •. several 
hundred persons have been 
warned three times by mail, in 
addition to their initial 
ticketing, that they have failed 
to pay their fines. 
He said that the department 
allows individuals ample time 
to pay their fines before it 
resorts to revoking privileges 
and towing cars. 
.. This system is for those 
individuals who just avoid the 
regulations of the system 
entirely," said Flanders. 
When a car is first ticketed, 
he said, a person has seven days 
to pay the fine or file for an 
appeal. If they fail to come into 
Janetos House, where the 
department is located, to 
appeal or pay, within the 
allotted seven days they are 
surcharged $5. 
In this way, a $10 parking 
fine would be increased to $15, 
for example. 
After, the ticket is researched 
to find the legal owner and 
within IO to 15 days a statement 
is- mailed to that individual 
explaining that there was a 
violation of parking policy and 
there is an outstanding bill with 
the department. 
--Building a rain.bow 
Residents protest 
building color 
By Maggie McKowen and 
John Ouellette 
There's a new rainbow in 
Durham. It's the three 
buildings owned by Ernest 
Cutter on Main Street that are 
being painted flourescent blue, 
green and orange. 
Town selectmen and the 
members of the Durham 
Historic District Commission 
have received numerous 
complaints and telephone calls 
from residents who are 
disturbed by the color of the 
buildings. 
A resident of the building 
which yesterday was being 
painted ora_nge, Mark Lyons, a 
UNH junior, said Cutter was 
painting the three buildings 
because he was not allowed to 
tear them down. 
.. I think ifs dumb of.the town· 
not to let him (Cutter) tear it 
down but I guess it's pretty 
dumb of him to do this too," 
Lyons said. 
In 1981, Cutter asked the 
Durham Historic District 
Commission if he could tear 
down the bui~dings, according 
to Commission ·chairman 
Frank Heald. Afte·r an 
architect looked at the site, 
Cutter was given permission to 
HUMPHREY'S, page 9 
If the bill is not paid in full 
within 60 days, Flanders said, 
the bill is forwarded to a 
collection agency. 
As soon as four or more 
tickets are accumulated, he 
said, that fact is picked up by 
the computer and a notice of 
the revocation· of parking 
privileges is mailed to the 
vehicle's owner. 
If the car is found on 
campus, a warning label is 
attached to the .lower right-
hand side of the driver's door 
saying that this car's parki"hg 
privileges have been revoked. It 
also states that if the owner 
does not report to public safety 
to within 24 hours, the car will 
be marked for tow the next 
time· it is• found on campus. · 
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nEIIIS 1n BRIEF 
No classes Mon day 
Classes and University offices will be closed on Monday, 
Labor Day. The New Hampshire will publish next on Friday 
September 9. 
APICS holds prep course 
A JO-week preparatory course for this fall's American 
Production and · Inventory Control Society - (APICS) 
certificatfon examinations is being offered Tuesday evenings 
from 7-9:30. The non-credit course begins September 6 and 
costs $85. 
For more information, call . the UNH _ division of 
Continuing Education at ~62-2015. 
D over company awarded 
The Manley Offset Company in Dover was awarded 
$4~.3_04 by .the U.S. Government Printing Office for the 
pm'!tmg of thePortsmouth Naval Shipyard's publication, 
Penscope. 
Garden show on Channel 11 
UN H Plant Scientists Otho Wells and James Pollard will 
review applied research in fruits and vegetables on Channel 
11 's •·The Garden Show'' September 7 at 7:30. Cooperative 
Extension Service specialist Carol Courser will give tips on 
canning produce. 
Weather . 
The Natiorial Weather Service in Concord predicts 
temperatures today with highs from 85-90, mostly sunny and 
warm. Tonight will be clear with low temperatures in the 50's. 
Saturday will be sunny with high temperatures from 80-90. 
Corrections 
Readers noting errors in The New Hampshire may report 
them by calling Ne.ws Editors Julie Hanauer or Beth 
Germano or Editor Maggie McKowen at 862-/490. 
Meeting 
· Anyone interested in joining The New Hampshire staff is 
urged to attend a new people's meeting Tuesday. September 6 
in the Hillsboro-Sullivan room of the MU 8. 
. 
Smith makes adaptingeasier 
By Chris Fauske . ..which -was one of the rt!'asons 
A week before this semester (given for making Smith Hall 
began, Smith Hall was echoing an international house) . ., 
to the sounds ef incoming Richard Spahr, hall director 
foreign freshmen, and at Smith, previously worked at 
·orientation staff helping the the University of Michigan in 
new students adapt not just to the International office. He is 
UN H but also to America. · impressed by the spirit of the 
This is the aim of Smith Hall. students in Smith .. According 
Foreign students constitute 25 to .Spahr, "Smith residents 
percent of the residents of are creating a lot of depth. I'm_ 
Smith. a ratio that is expected looking - forward to a very 
to help students from abroad dynamic year." 
' take in American life at a pace . Marissa Chorlian." lnterna-
that will allow them to adapt to tional Student Advisor, is also 
-their new surrqundi~s with a impressed by the enthusiasm of 
minimum of trouble. There was the Smith students. ••The sense 
contention last semester about of purpose is incredible," 
the conversion ot the Chorlian said. "Tv.e never seen 
previously all women's dorm to a group of students appear to 
a new co-ed, international so quickly want to get excited . ., 
dorm, but that is now history. Cathy Cannarella, Resident 
The student ·senate will be Assistant on the third and 
assessing the dorm on its fourth floors of Smith, · also 
performance this -semester. finds Smith a dorm of special 
Student Body Vice-President characteristics. ·•1 can't tell you 
Roy Lenardson said the Senate how excited I am to be here," 
..expects to · be included as she said. •~I'm having so much 
much as possible in program- fun. I can only speculate how 
ming and activities. We want to much I win learn. There are 
see if it works. It could be people from every contin~nt. 
awkward, but it could be a You name it, we have, it." 
success." Kittiwan Nandbhiwhe, : a 
Lenardson · said the Senate senior from Thailand who 
will also be watching to see if previously lived in R ichardson 
Smith increases the number of House when that was also 
foreign students at UN H, International House, is fi nding 
:, , 
II[ 1.·• 
it harder to judge the mood of 
the new dorm ... It 's too short a 
period/' she said, "but 
everyone here is very friendly. I 
have · a ·· hard time. learnine 
names, though. They're all so 
new.·• 
Rohit Kichlu, a freshman 
from Calcutta- India, finds 
living in Smith to be .. much 
better than living in any other 
hall. It's a good cross-section of 
international students and 
American. It's been very good 
so far." 
Kic_hlu said that h~d he been 
••one foreigner among nine 
hundred Americans, he would 
have found adapting to UN.H 
and America a lot harder. 
Chorlian sees Smith. Hall as 
an important part of the UNH 
environment. "'It is an 
incredible privilege to meet 
students· from all over the 
world. Any univer:sity that 
purports in the eighties to give a 
decent education .inust expose 
its students to people from all 
around the world." 
Chorlian is also hopeful the 
opening of Smith will lead to an 
increase in the number of 
foreign students coming . to 
UN H. Only 0. 7 percent of the 
SM ITH , page 16 
Smith Hall welcomes international students to the UNH campus. (Kim Blewitt photo) 
Same English, different lingo 
By Rae Ann Hoyt 
For 58 students who spent 
the summer with the UN H 
summer school program in 
Cambridge. England. living in 
Britain was a lesson in the 
differences between American 
English and British English. 
Americans and the British 
share a common language but 
with many variations. Anyone 
visiting the British Isles i~ 
struck by these differences. 
A student in an American 
university has a professor, but a 
British student at Cambridge 
University is taught by a f ello~ 
or a don. At UNH, students 
walk about freely on the 'lawns 
and paths. but their Cambridge 
counterpart can only walk on 
the grass if a fellow or don 
invites him to walk on the lawn. 
Cam1fddg-e students have 
maids called Bedders who look · 
after them. Bedders make beds • . 
dust, bring fresh linen. and 
keep things tidy. They also 
vacuum, which in England is 
called hoovering. Maid service -
at UNH. and most American 
universities, is unheard of. 
Go into a supermarket in 
England and you find many of 
the same name brand products 
found in supermarkets in the 
United States. but ma.ny of the 
produce has different names. 
Cookies are tea bi-scuits, while 
potato chips are crisps. The 
ever popular American diet 
sodas carry no saccharin 
warn·ing in Britain and are 
more expensive. 
Fish and chips in an English 
restaurant means fried fish and 
french fries. The British 
equivalent ,to '-'Aqieir'tcan 
haddock 1s called plaice. 
Shrimp are not shrimp in 
England but are prawns. You 
don't ask an English waitress 
for coffee with cream. but for 
white coffee. . 
A UN H student going down 
to Boston might go by bus. but 
a Cambridge student going 
down to London would call 
that same bus a coach. Once in 
Boston a UN Her might hop on 
the subway. Their Cambridge 
equivalent would take the tube 
.or the underground in London. 
An American would look for 
a public restrQom. while a Brit 
looks for the sign that says 
W.C. Perhaps a UNH student 
spending a day in Boston 
would take a cab. and hear the 
driver say. "Where to Mack?". 
CAMBR IDGE, page 5 
l J ' , I /yr j- j,' J • J,w\ 
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Students spent lots of money this week buying books for 
classes. These students are waiting in line at the UNH 
Bookstore. (Jim Millard photo 
Townspeople meet students 
By Maggie McKowen 
Security; safe pathways and 
lighting were the main concerns 
of a meeting held Wednesday 
night between residents of the 
new dorm and residents of 
Durham's Davis Avenue. 
According to Student Body 
President Jamie Rock, the 
residents met with students in a 
"meet your neighbor" barbecue 
at the Elliot Alumni Center. 
Rock, the .entire path will be 
paved but for now only one half · 
is hard pavement and the rest is 
rocks and mud, she said .. 
Lighting will also be added 
along the path, Rock said. 
Skip Devito, director of 
facility services is in charge of 
the project and is maintaining 
communication between the 
dorm •s residents and the 
constrfction-company. 
"He said it · would be 
completed before people lived 
there. Right now it's not," said 
Rock, referring to the muddy 
pathway, and the unpainted 
hallways in the new dorm. 
At the meeting, students said 
they would also like a parking 
area as an alternative to A-lot, 
· near the Field House, where 
MEETING, page 8 
Sixty-four students met with 
about 30 ·residents of Davis 
Avenue, Rock said. 
Eventually, there will be 5 
new dorms housing approxi-
ma teJy 400 students and 
another recreation7 laundry/ 
study building is being built. 
Activities planned 
for holiday weekend 
A 24-hour security person By Maggie McKowen 
from the UNH Department of . Labor Day weekend at UNH 
Public Safety will be posted on • 
the site starting Friday, since . will be more than just sitting in 
lights have not been placed on the dorm to study or hanging 
site as of yet, Rock added. around campus. 
The concern for students · Several organizations have 
who were walking home arranged weekend sports 
through a wooded pathway events, movie showings and 
from Bookrush first led to the beach get-~ways for those 
hiring of a security person for students who have chose not to 
the new dorm area, according return home or go visiting. 
to Rock. ·The Department of 
Dave Flanders, director of Recreational Sports, the Kari-
the Department of Public Van service; Student Activities, 
Bischoff, the events are being 
organized in ord,er to deter 
stu~ents from only drinking 
and partying throughout the 
three day weekend. · · 
Student body president 
Jamie Rock attended a special 
planning meeting.this summer 
and said the concerns of those 
at the meeting was that ••the 
underclassmen would not have 
anything to do." 
"It was an attempt to not 
have a 4 day marathon party," 
Rock said. 
Kari-van service 
affected by deficit 
Safety said a security person st udent government and 
, will be placed on the path until Dining Services are among 
the telephones are installed in those responsible for the full 
Even if attendance at the 
events is low, Rock thought the 
plan would be a success~ 
By Patty Ada.ms 
Low ridership. and financial 
problems have led to cut-backs 
in the scheduled UNH Kari-
van routes for the fall semester 
and contract negotiations with 
.the Co-Operative Alliance for 
Seacoast Transportation 
(COAST). 
The Exeter runs were hardest 
hit by the cutbacks with only 
three roundtrip weekday buses 
between Durham and Exeter. 
The three round trips are "the 
best we couJd do," said Nancy 
Kilbride~ Kari-Van supervisor. 
Working against a deficit of 
$190.000. the trustees met with 
COAST over the summer to 
discuss renewal of the· existing 
contract ·which expires 
September 12. 
"I'm positive the contract 
will go through," said Kilbride. 
The. only items left on the 
negotiating table ··are 
technicalities that the rider • 
won't see." 
The schedules printed by the 
Kari-van will not be changed or 
affected by the new contract, 
she said. 
Kilbride said new and 
returning students wen1able to 
ride the Kari-van free from • 
Sunday to Wednesday. This 
was done to allow students time 
to purchase tickets and passes. 
The new uniform $ I ticket 
price for all round trip rides is 
"an economic deal for trips to 
and from Portsmouth and 
Exeter," said Kilbride. It will 
make using the Kari-van "a lot 
easier for passengers . and 
drivers." · 
Other changes in Kari-van 
runs for the fall semester will be 
a cancellation of the "midnight 
rambler" bus which travelled to 
Portsmouth and · Exeter on 
Friday evenings. The bu~ to the , 
Portsmouth Naval Yard has 
also been cancelled by Kari-
van, according to dispatcher 
Ken Faucher. 
:t;)ori Harley likes 
to hire students 
By Robin Peters 
Last year, the total ,payroll 
distributed to student 
employees of the MUB added 
up to $231,000. Don Harley, 
business manager of the MU B', 
is very proud of that fact. 
•·1 definitely feel that the job 
board· has influenced the 
employment of students in the 
MUB. We filled 650 jobs last 
year and 400 the year before. 
We never hire full time people 
when we believe students can 
do the job. I only wish we had 
more money to give." 
Harley, whq is approaching 
his tenth year as Assistant 
. Director of Student Activities/ 
Business Manager, says he can 
relate to students putting 
themselves through school. He 
attended Drexel. University 
before the days of finacial aid 
packages and job boards. 
"I was on the·co-op program 
at Drexel," he said, "and I was 
in the ROTC program for two 
years to get the $90 a month 
they offered." 
Harley said he spent the two 
years following colleg~ at a 
trainin·g base in California, 
where he met "more diverse 
oeoole than I ever have in mv 
life"._ According to Harley, it: · 
was a good experience, but he 
never would have gotten into 
ROTC if he hadn't needed the 
money. 
HARLEY, page 15 
the building. schedule of events. 
The path itself must also be According to Director of 
Residential Life Carol completed. ~ventually, said 
LABOR DAY, page 14 
lnt'l studies program revised 
By Nancy Kaplan engineering_, economics, 
The U.S. D~partment of psycholgy and international 
Education allocated a two-year health wiH be aided by stipends 
grant of $66,8000 for the or money-gifts of at least $500 
expansiqn of the University of for each course. 
New Hampshire's program for A new course, which started 
International Perspectives. this week, entitiled .. Interna-
This year's money witr be tional Perspectives: Science, 
used primarily for the Business and Politics in World 
development and revision of .Affairs," will be taught in 
courses in international studies segments by four teachers in 
and to sponsor a seminar series, different departments. In the 
according to Frank McCann, spring, a course "the North-
chairman of the University South Issues in World Affairs'' 
Committee on 1 nternational will be added. 
Studies according to a This- is the second year the 
University news bureau press . program is offering a series of 
release: seminars open to the public. 
S ix p I an n e d courses Each will deal with different 
inc I u ding ones in c iv i I . aspects of international affairs. 
-~ \. 
The seminars, which begin in 
October and conclude in April, 
will cost approximately $700-
$1,000. Professors from 
schools such as the University · 
of California and Berkeley, 
with specialties in varying 
aspects of international studies, 
will present papers at the 
seminars. 
For each of the six courses 
$ I 00 is being offered to provide 
the library with related 
materials. 
Plans to off~r a dual major in 
international studies in 
c·onjunction with an additional 
major are in the process of 
NEW MAJOR, pa2e 9 
, Don Patrick of WERZ entertains students with a live broadcast from the UNH Bookstore~ (Jim 
Millard photo) 
1 
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Tuition boost hurts students 
.. on ·the loft in 
Tai-Pan Ally 
Jackpt o,, p,1nt .,, 
o,hirt .,, tic •o,, 
and more' tor 
a total look . 
By Andrea Parker 
When students opened their 
tuition bills this summer they 
found a substantial increase in 
tuitio·n and some mandatory 
fees. 
In-state students had to pay 
an additional $175 while out-
of-state students have $400 
more to pay this year.This 
increase is compounded for 
students in five departments of 
- the School of Engineering and 
Physical Sciences, including 
Computer Science majors, who 
now have an additional $175 
dollar differential charge. . 
According to Art Grant, 
special assistta.nt to the 
University System of · New 
Hampshire Board of Trustees, 
.the trustees are very 
•·concerned about the impact 
higher tuition is having on New 
Hampshire students." 
Although ••tuition increases 
are never fun" it was obvious· 
the governor and legislature 
would anticipate that if more 
tax dollars were going to be 
given to the University, the 
students and parents would 
have to pay al!io, said Grant. 
'"The appropriation by the 
legislature was very satisfying 
to the University System. but it 
did not come close to meeting 
the• financial needs of the 
institution in the coming year," 
he said. 
An anonymous student, Lee, 
said she has a ''f eefing of 
helplessness about it (tuition) 
going up each year ... 
A junior majoring in English 
and minoring m Sociology. she 
hopes to go to law school. Lee 
is a New Hampshire resident 
with one brother just out of 
college. another brother still in 
D UR H AM BIKE 
TREK - FUJI - NISH IKI 
MOUNTAIN BIKES 
19 Jenkins Court. Durham. N .H . XMf-5634 
college. and a younger sister 
who hopes to attend college 
next year. 
. Though Lee has .. paid for 
every bit of her tuition this 
year." She had to do -it by 
borrowing a large part of the 
money. 
••This was the first year my 
parents were going to help me 
and they were all set to help 
when my father· lost ·his job.'' 
she said. 
Lee said that with no job her 
father couldn't get a loan. She 
has turned her workrstudy 
grant over to a National Direct 
Student Loan and ••as soon as 
the NDSL.comes through that 
goes_ to paying peopl~ back." 
R 1chard Craig, Director of 
Financial Aid, said that despite 
the original cuts suggested by 
President Ronald Reagan's 
admin1stration .. it wasn't a 
significant change" in the 
amount of aid students got this 
year. 
The amount of money 
students received this ye_ar.! as 
compared to previous years. 
was not much different, he said. 
However, with the cost of 
education going up it is more 
difficult to pay. 
Craig said Lee's situation 
(one less child in college 
requiring federal assistance to 
decrease) is ••the most common 
situation we run into." 
17 Ceres St. Portsmouth, N.H. (603)436-8338 
Another Macro Polo• production Mon.-Fri . 9-5 Sat. 9-12 
Craig explained that even 
though the individual is no 
longer in school, that does not 
mean any financial gain to the 
family. , It is still virtually 
impossible to reconstruct every 
TUITION, page 14 
AREYOUSMARIENOUGH 
TO SAVE-YOUR PARENTS 
THE COST_ OF COLLEGE? 
You are. of you win an Army ROTC 
scholarship. when you win one of our 
scholarships,- we pay your tuition, 
books. lab foes and other academic 
expenses. We'll also give you up to 
$1.000 a year extra. And wheri you 
graduate. we'll make you an Army 
officer. 
But you have to be more than smart 
_to win. We'H consider your 
extracurriculart, leadership and 
athletic activities. And if you reach 
the finals, we'll meet with you for a 
personal interview. 
For more information about how to 
avoid overburdening your parents . 
for the next four years, contact the 
.Army ROTC Professor of M ilitar-y 
Science on your campus. 
At UNH Call 862-1078 
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----~-CAMBRIDGE------- CALENDAR 
<continued from page 2) 
The British may adore their 
daily tea at four o'clock, but 
they also are big pizza fans.just 
like the Americans. 
Friday, September 2 , 
PRINT SALE: East-West 'Lounge, Memorial Union, IOa.m.-5 p.m. 
SATURDAY, September 3 
In London that same driver several varieties in Britain: 
would ask .. Where are going lager, ale, bitters or cider. 
Luv?" Signs in American Despite the differences some 
stores say .. Careful. Low Step,. things seem pretty universal. 
or "Watch your head .. , while in ---------lllilillill---------------. TENNIS TOURNAMENT: The Great Labor Day Swat! Men's and' women's single elimination starts ·at 9 a.m. Bring your racket and a . 
new can of balls. England they read .. Mind your 
step .. or ••Mind your head". 
Street musicians are called 
Buskers .. and instead of going 
on vacation like Americans. the 
British go away on holiday. To 
be unemployed in Britain is to 
be on the dole. To wait in line is 
to queue. Instead of saying 
"okay like Americans, the 
British say ••right ..... quite .. and 
NEW TEST AMENT 
FELLOWSHIP 
.. rather.•· 
· Rubber boots are called 
wellies and aprons are pinnies. 
Accidents are not described as 
horrible, but as horrific. And 
the basic British adjective for 
anything frustrating. madden-
ing or infuriating? BLOODY. 
at 
UNH 
Bars are called pubs. and are 
only allowed to serve drinks 
during certain hours of the day. 
The standard American pitcher 
of beer is nonexistent in Britain 
and ale is servd by the pint or 
the half pint. Beer com~s _in 
· CROSSWORD ANSWERS 
Presents 
("("Biblical Principles 
for Victorious Living" 
Wednesdays 7:30 p.m. 
Forum Room Diamond Library 
Worship, Teaching, Fellowship 
JESUS • IS LORD! 
Wilderness Trails 












End Of Summer Camping Sale 
Low Sale Prices On Tents, ·sleeping Bags, Hiking Boots, 
Packs, Rain Gear, Outdoor Clothing ..... Etc. 
'THIS IS OUR LARGEST ANNUAL CAMPING SALE' 




i i Bristlec·one 
·C~.A__,_.____...__..~ Coleman 
.. 0 Slumberjack 
STORE HOURS: Monday - Friday 9-5:30, Saturday 9-5, Closed Sunday / 
lllildtrntss Crails 
Pettee Brook Lane 
Durham. New Hampshire 03824 
Tel. (603) 868-5584 
Located Across From The Durham Bank 
SU?'.-lDA Y, September 4 
MUSO FILM: "The Late Show." Strafford Room. Memorial 
Union, 7 & 9:30 p.m. Admission $1. Season passes available at the 
door. 
MONDAY, September S 
LABOR DAY: University offices closed; no classes will be held. 
TUESDAY, September 6 . 
DEADLINE: Last day to.withdraw and qualify for¾ tuition refund. 
REGISTRATION: Graduate student registration. Hillsborough-
Sullivan Room, M~morial Union, 8:45-11:45 ~.m. and 1:15-4 p.m. 
WEDNESDAY, September 7 
REGISTRATION: Part-time and evening-only graduate students. 
Room 8, Thompson Hall, 5-7 p.m. 
MUSO NEW/ OLD CINEMA: ••Unfaithfully Yours, " dire"ted by 
Sturges. Room 110, Murkland Hall, 7 p.m. Admission free. 
CAVTUl2~ Tti~ 1"001). 
Glamour. .. Daring .. . 
Exciting ... yet fun .. . 
"We have the clothes that 





91 ~larket St.. Ponsmouth 
open daily 436-8887 





September 7, 1983 
8:30pm in Senate 
Merrimac Room 
New and old 
members are 
- welcome! 
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NOTICES 
ACADEMIC 
GRADUATE SCHOOL ADMISSIONS TESTS: 
National tests required for admission to graduate 
and professional schools are administered by the 
Counseling & Testing Center •. Schofield House. 
TheTenter is open Monday-Friday. 8 a.m. to 4:30 
p.m. For a schedule of dates and additional 
information or registration materials stop by the 
Center or call 862-2090. 
MARINE RESOURCE CENTER: The UNH 
Marine Program·s Resource Center houses a 
collection of scientific and technical reports, 
including I 8.000 titles from the National Sea Grant 
Depository, most of which may circulate among 
UNH faculty, staff and students. The material is 
computer indexed for rapid retrieval. Office hours: 
Monday-Friday, -8 a.m. to 4:3_9 p.ni.; Marine 
· Program Building {attached to Kingsbury Hall}, 
862-2994. 
N.H. SMALL BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT 
PROGRAM: Field Experience Positions: Small 
Business Field consultants to work with Small 
Business Development Program clients on spec,ific 
·projects. Must be upperclassmen or graduate 
students. See Cindy Hayden, 110 McConnell, 862-
3556. 
NONCREDIT CAREER AND PROFESSION-
AL .COURSES AND WORKSHOPS: Over 100 
courses and workshops are scheduled during the 
Fall semester. See the Division of Continuing 
Education Fall Bulletin for a complete· listing. 
ATHLETICS AND RECREATION 
LABOR DAY WEEKEND EVENTS: Co-rec 
softball tournament- Open to all undergraduate 
and graduate students, faculty and staff. A team 
representative must attend a meeting on Friday, 
Sept. 2 at 4 p.m., Conference Room. Field House. 
Scf'!eduling done at this time . . 
Special Events: Frosh AII-Nighter, 9/ 19; 10,000 
Meter Road Race. 10/ 19. 
Figure Skating (new members): Wednesday, 
10/ 12. Grafton Room, MUB, 7:30 p.m.; Figure 
Skating (old members): Wednesday, 10/ 5, Grafton 
Room, MU B, 7:30 p.m. 
Men's Volleyball: Tuesday, I0JII. New 
Hampshire Hall Gym, 7:30 p.m. Be dressed to 
play. 
SPORTS MANAGERS• MEETING: Men•s and 
co-rec football, men's and women's soccer and 
women·s innertube water polo entries · due 
Wednesday, September 7, Senate-Merrimack 
Room, Memorial Union, 5:30 p.m. For more 
information, contact Recreational Sports, Room 
151, Field House, 862-2031. 
UNIVERSITY'S OUTDOOR RECREATION . 
AREA AT MENDUMS - POND: Located •six 
miles w~st of Durham campus off U.S. Route 4. 
will be open Saturdays and S-undays, Sept. IO & 11, 
17 & 18. aod 24 & 25 from 11 a.Iii. to 5 p.m. 
Will be open Saturdays and Sundays, Sept. 10&1 I, 
pass, otherwise a $2.50 ;dmission charge. 
INTRAMURALS: Fun, friendship and fitness are 
the rewards of participating in intramural sports. 
To get into -the action, refer to the Recreational 
Sports Calendar. It will keep· you up-to-date on 
activities being offered and deadlines for entering 
them. Sports Managers distribute the Recreational 
Sports Newsletter monthly to residence halls, 
fraternities and sororities. and the Memorial 
Union Information Center and Commuter 
Lounge. Notices in The New Hampshire and 
Campus Journal carry weekly .deadlines and news. 
For additional information, see the Recreational 
Sports Coordinators, Room 151, Field House, or 
call 862-2031: Undergraduate Roster Due Dates: 
Football (Men's & Co-Rec), 9/7; Soccer(Men's & 
Women\) 9/7: lnnertube Water Polo (Women•s). 
9/7: Bowling (Co-Rec). 9/ 26: Ice Hockey ( Men~s). 
10/3: Basketball (Men·s & Women's), 10/10: 
.Jogging Marathon ( Men's & Women's). 10 10-
10; 2 I. 
COMMUTER LINKS: This annual _series of -
events aimed at providing opportunity for faculty 
and students to interact -in · a non-evaluative 
atmosphere will -unfold -as the year progresses. 
Watch studeJ1t papers for the Wednesday-at-Noon 
6rown bag lunch series which will balance current 
events with entertainment. Commuter Links will 
also offer a group series where you might choose to 
have dinner with a faculty member, visit a northern 
New England auction, go apple_picking, or visit 
Boston, all with a small group of commuter 
students and a faculty or. staff member-great 
opportunities for making connections with people 
and the greater seacoast area. 
COMPUTER SERVICES MINI-COURSES 
AND WORKSHOPS are non-credit offerings 
provi_ded to acquaint new users with the 
University's dual _DEC system 1090 computer and 
various CP / M-based microcomputer 
applications. They also give experienced users 
advanced instruction. Anyone not already using 
the DEC 10 computer should consider the course 
.. Beginning Timesharing.. prerequisite to all 
others. To register for any mini-course. ·call 862-
3527. A nominal fee is payable at the first session of 
the class; unless otherwise noted. all courses meet 
lat the Stoke Cluster classroom. 
WEDNESDAY-AT-NOON LUNCH SERIES: 
The Commuter/ Transfer Center presents a 
monthly series of free workshops and 
presentations in the MU B consisting of films, 
entertainment, and discussions with faculty. The 
series extends throughout the year and is held 
during the lunch hour. 
AN OPEN COMPUTER USERS MEETING is 
hosted every month by Computer Services. All 
users_ are encouraged to take advantage of the 
meeting to query staff and to hear -what is 
happening with computers at UNH. Also, tours 
and demonstrations _of the computer facility may 
be arranged by appointment, as staff time permits. 
DURHAM BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL 
WOMEN provides women in the professions with 
opportunities for networking and making 
contacts. The - organizatiOQ is interested in 
tomorrow's professional women and offers student 
memberships at lower rates. Visitors are....welcome. 
Meetings are held on the third Monday of every 
month at 5 p.m. in the Faculty Center. For more 
information call Mel Regnell, Vice President. 862-. 
2410. 
THE HEALTH EDUCATION CENH:K at 
Health Services coordinates health promotion 
·activities on campus. Staff members serve as 
consultants in planning. conducting and 
evaluating progr'ams: they provide consultation 
services. seminars and workshops in personal 
health. The center includes a resource library and 
information about topics of interest to students. 
Health issues addressed by the staff include 
alcohol, drugs, nutrition, sexual health, 
contraception, self-care, stress management. and 
lifestyles. Located in Hood House. Call 862-1987. 
THE HEAL TH RESOURCES BOOTH in the 
MUB will be open Monday-Thursday, 11 a.m.-
1:30 p.m. Services are free to all students, faculty 
and staff. Blood pressure and weight checks are 
. available Monday and Wednesday. For more 
information contact the Health Education Center, 
Hood House, 862-1987. 
ALCOHOL EDUCATION: Seminars that focus 
on the prevention of al~ohol related problems are 
conducted by health educators and student peer 
educators. Topics include: Cultural and Personal 
Values about Alcohol, Alcohol and the Body, 
Alcohol and Related Behaviors, Recognizing 
Problem Drinking, Confronting Alcohol 
Troubled Persons; Alcoholism, and Sons and 
Daughters of Alcoholics. 
ALCOHOL CONSULTATION SERVICES: 
Health Educators will assist other University staff 
'members and students in the design and · 
implementation of education programs. 
INTERVENTION AND ASSISTANCE 
SERVICES: Primary care is provided by Health 
Services staff for students suffering from akohol 
ingestion or intoxication. Call 862-1530. Patients 
are referred to alcohol educators. Alcohol 
counseling is provid~d for all stude!1ts. Students 
may be referred to the Health Education Center by 
any staff member or seek help themselves. 
TREATMENT AND SUPPORT: Referrals are 
made to other agencies for people with alcohol 
dependencies. Student Alcoholics Anonymous 
groups are available on the UNH __campus. Sons 
and daughters of alcoholics may join a support 
group to learn to manage -past and present 
problems related to the alcoholism in parents. 
TELEPHONE TAPE LINE, a service sponsored 
jointly by the Counseling and Testing Center and 
Cool-Aid, Inc., provides thirty-six tapes each 
about six minutes long on subjects ranging from 
anxiety to self assertiveness. Call 862-3554 any 
night between 7 and 11 if you want to hear a tape. 
Cool-Aid members will play it for you and answer 
any additional questions. For a list of tapes 
available, see the Caboodle or pick up a list at the 
MUB Information Center. 
TYPEWRITERS are available for student use in 
exchange for University ID at the 
Commuter / Transfer Center~ Room 136, 
Memorial Union or at the rate of 25 cents an hour-
at the MUB Information Center: 
CAREERS 
THE ALUMNI OFFICE AND CAREER 
Pl ANNING AND PLACEMENT offer a series 
~~-~areer Nights each semester. Chc!t:k Th:_. -Ne-~-
Hampshire-for Fall '83 programs. Free ad.mission. 
Call 862-2040 for more information. 
CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS 
SIMULATIOl\JS GAMES CLUB MEETING: , 
First meeting of ~emester, Friday, September 2 and ' 
Saturday, September 3, Hillsborought Sullivan 
Room, Memorial Union, 6 p.m. New mewmbers 
welcome. 
CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST 
MEETING: Tuesday Night Live. Fun, fellowship 
and learning: Tues9ay, September 6, Room 207. 
Horton Social Science. 7 to 8:30 p.m . 
UNH CHESS CLUB MEETING: First meeting of 
semester. Novices welcome. equipment provided. 
Wednesday, September 7. Room 53, Hamilton 
Smith. 7 p.m. _ 
. 
Ill 
NEW/ OLD CINEMA: Sponsored by MUSO. 
·•unfaithfully Yours", (Sturges) 1948. Wednesday, 
September 7, Room 110, Murkland, 7·p.m. Free. 
MUSO FILM SERIES: ••The Late Show". 
Sunday. September 4, Strafford ·Room, Memorial 
Union, 7 and 9:30 p.m. Admission: $1. 
RECREATIONAL SUPERVISORS NEEDED: 
Now hiring supervisors to oversee UNH 
intramural activities. Afternoon and evening 
hours. Pay rate: $4 per hour. Qualifications: Non-
student status. (Grad. students are acceptable). 
Desire to work in the field of recreation. 
Background and knowledge in variety of sports 
preferable. Call Ann Richie or Scott Burrill for 
interview,. UNH Recreational Sports Dept., 862-
2031. . 
MORTAR BOARD USED BOOK SALE: The 
book sale where the student sets the price. Now 
through September 9. East / West Lounge, 
Memorial Union, Noon to 7 p.m. 
AUDITIONS FOR THE UNH DANCE 
THEATER COMPANY: Spnsored by Theater 
and Communication Dept. Open to all UNH 
students: ballet. jazz and modern dance: advanced 
technique level required. Tuesday, September 6, 
· Newm~n n~nct> Studio. N,ew Hampshire Hall. 6 
p.m. 
RED CROSS BLOOD SERVICES STUDENT 
MEETING: Anyone interested in planning fall 
,blood drive is welcome. Wednesday, September 7, 
12 Dover Road. Durham (next to Exxon gas 
station). 7 p.rri.- For more information. call 868-
2753. 
COMMUTER ADVISOR PROGRAM: 
Upperctass students who have been selected and 
trained specifically to support you in your 
transition to commuter life at UNH will answer 
your qu~stio.ns and h.elp you get oriented. Sign up 
at registration or leave your local address at the 
Commuter/Transfer Center if you want to be 
contacted by a commuter advisor. 
Norman~s Hair 
Styling 
.In honor of our 25th year 
Durham, we've changed our looks 
we've lowered our pnces ... 
HAIRCUT 
Reg.$8.00, Now $6.00 
SHAMPOO/CUT 
Reg.$8.00, Now $6.00 
SHAMPOO/CUT /BLOWDRY 
Reg.$12.00, Now $9.00 
PERMS 
earh ta include 





4 Ballard St. 
Durhatn; N. H. 
(Next to Tin Palace) 
868-2231 
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-------------BOOKSTORE-------------
on markups," said Maier, a 
1971 UN H graduate and 
bookstore employee for eleven 
years. •• An outsfde contractor 
lacks the interest to protect 
students." 
The bookstore spends 
$18,000 a year protecting 
students and assuring enough 
textbooks are available. 
Now operating as a profit 
business, the store has incurred 
expenses to expand its 
merchandise and increase its 
customers. Clothing. glass-
ware. stuffed toys. and records 
were added for the first time. 
Until the review. the bookstore 
had not been allowed to carry 
this merchandise to k~p it 
from competing with down 
town merchants. 
Vigorous advertising 
campaigns. renovations, and 
additional fixtures ran over 
$30,000. The addition of a new 
parking lot which provides one 
hour free parking to customers 
cost the store $3.000 to 
maintain last year and will rise 
to $8,000 this year. 
Afte·r the October decision it 
took the store until last 
Christm~s to get its sales of new 
merchandise .. up to speed,•• 
said Maier. 
The Governor's review came 
at a bad time; said Maier. as it 
coincided with the opening 6f 
the Durham Book Exchange, 
the first store to . actively 
compete for textbook sales. 
Maier claims that the 
Exchange now takes approxi-
mately 19 percent of his 
business, and has a more 
advantageous downtown 
location, the biggest competi-
tion factor. 
· .. Sales did not drop because 
prices were more expensive. 
only five percent better," Maier 
said. 
Maier feels that prices 
between the two stores nas now 
evened out. The UNH 
bookstore offers its own 5 
percent discount on texts, but 
at a loss of $60,000 a year ... But 
the students profit," he said. 
The bookstore not only 
competes for business from 
students but also from faculty. 
.. Over 100 courses are 
ordered at the Durham Book 
Exchange," said Maier ... When 
faculty order there, ·_ thefre 
' ~ The MUB's Night Grill · 




Try our Hot Dog Special 
G ri lied Hot Dog. F rics. & Soda. 
for $1.00 
80¢ with this ad -- off er good 
until 9-12-83 
Open from J :J0pm to 7:J0 pm 
.Monday through Thursday 
Located in the MU B Cafeteria. 
Scorpios Provisions 
11 Madbury Rd ( right on the Pettee Brook!) 
Welcomes UNH students back to ... 
Snacks/ Candy /Household 
Supplies/Beverages/ 
Full Dai_ry Line 
Come See! 
( continued from page f) 
working toward closing the year 1980 and 1981 the store 
door to a Univeristy-run experienced a $200,000 drop in 
bookstore." sales. 
In addition, the Exchange Forbes believes it is unfair to 
can now obtain book order lists set the profit margin at 5.5 
from the UNH bookstore, and percent when national figures 
vice-versa, after an out of court for stores the size of the 
settlement under a .. right to bookstore set the median at at 4 
know'' clause that occurred two percent net return. She added 
days before C.hristmas last that the bookstore does 40 
year. percent of its business during 
·•Everything at a public the fall bookrush season 
institution is opened to public making the next two weeks 
.scrutiny," said William Zucker, extremely important. 
owner of the Durham Book With the possibility · of 
Exchange. .. At every state unemployment in January 
college off-campus stores are imminent for Maier and his 
allowed to get these lists." staff, most of whom are UNH 
- Zucker admits the relation- graduates. Maier claims there 
ship between the two stores was is enthusiasm, rather than 
!.trained when the Exchan2e oessimism. that the bookstore 
first opened. but has eased in can thrive. 
-the pa~t two years. He has already seen the 
The Exchange helped number of customers increase 
upgrade bookstore services by 33 .percent with 570 more 
providing competition, said customers every day. 
Zucker. "They have. to do a At this point Maier wants 
better job." more feedback from the public 
The UNH bookstore had before a decision is made. A 
been increasing its sales over IO · faculty survey conducted last 
percent a year until two years spring helped to support his 
ago. according to Phyllis I conclusion that private 
Forbes, Director of Ad mini- co n·t r acting w o u Id be 
stration Servies. Between fiscal devastating to the future of the 
bookstore. 
Out of 242 responses, 42 
faculty members were aware of 
leased college store operations 
and 41 faculty members did not 
feel leased operations would 
benefit UNH. 
· On the other hand, the 
trustees are concerned with the 
future of the bookstore and are 
not making a hard nose 
proposition to make the most 
bucks," said Grant. 
"UNH administration 
prepares specifications under 
which contractors will be 
invited to Md. With UNH 
preparing the specifications 
they can write conditions of 
service protection for 
students." he said. . 
Specifications will be 
discussed before any bids are 
accepted. At that time the 
impact of contracting w~ll be. 
reviewed. The bookstore will 
have an opportunity to bid, 
but the conditions have not yet 
been outlined, he said. 
FOUR INTERN POSITIONS 
Available Fall _1983 
Non-Traditional Student* Center 
UNDERWOOD H01JSE 
(Rosemary Lane) 
Respns~ble for organizing events and support services for 
students 25 or 9lder who have interrupted their* education. 
Staff Underwood House plays a key role in the 
development of this new and exciting center. Some clerical 
skills needed. Non-Traditional students preferred. Work 
study or small stipend. 10-15 hours a week. APPLY · 
IMMEDIATELY TO: Cynthia Shar 
Coordinator of Special Programs 
Counseling and Testing Center 
Schofield House 
862-2090 
7he e1ass1c Cone. 
iS /eti.lvrlny. .. 
f1nnabe.//a ~ 
/,and.tnade let eream 
Our iee ereOA1s are 
tr~afeol fi-esh da.l~ 
tvi-#1 -1-rvLf -#i.e. /.',r1~sf inred/,enf.s. 
We inv,:+e.. 'jt)V ~ ViS/f- 1/S n~xr -16 -#,~ 
/Own .,J- t.a.n-pvs . and b!)bj' '2.. • • r • • 
• • • ttJ"'f>l,,'mdnf artf fas-fe. I 
w~ ltJtJ/:; hnvtt.rd. lo_seein?- ~~nntUJe/1~ 
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----MEETING---- -------NEW DORM-------
<continued form page 3) (continued from page 1) 
they would be .. guaranteed" 
spots to park their cars. 
according to Rock. . 
: By parking_in A-:-lot, she said. 
the new dorm ·residents are in area. Bongiovanni said. The 
competition with others to · f ea s i bi Ii t y · of offering 
park their cars and the spots are computer hookups is now 
not guaranteed. being studied, he said. 
securi_ty. parking, and a sate, 
clearly defined walkway 
around the construction. 
will be named by this June or 
when the complex is finished in 
the fall. The UNH committee 
on names is responsible for 
suggesting a name but the 
Board ofTrustees_will make the 
final decision. 5C 
PHOTOCOPY • 
a,1:~~IAL -
Resume se·rvices also 




2 positions available Fall '~3. · Genera_l 
office work and assistance with international 
programs. Good typing skills required. 10-15 
hours per week. APPLY IMMEDIATELY at: 
lnt~rnational Students Office, · Huddleston 
Mall, 862-203,0/2050 
This semester make your 
spiritual growth · a prio_rity. 
Come and grow with us. 
New Creation Fellowship 
Assembly of God 
Meeting at Oyster River Elementary 
School gym in Durham. 
Sundays 10:30 a.m. 
For more information call: 
Rev. Michael Chase 
659-6160 
Each furnished apartment 
consists of two bedrooms, a · 
living room, kit~hen and one 
and a half bathrooms. 
Although pleased with the 
apartments themselves. 
students were upset with the 
condition of the grounds. They 
complained about the 
abundance of mud and a lack 
of adequate night lighting, 
Junior resident Alison Eld 
explained, •~we expected some 
of it, but we didn't expect it to 
be this bad." Residents are 
optimistic conditions will 
improve, however. Senior 
Sandy May said, "'It has 
potential once it's finished." 
No name has been cht>sen 
for the new buildings yet, 
according to Dean of Student 
Affairs Greg~ Sanborn. They 
Nick's 
Features nightly specials 
We'// keep you posted! 
Welcome Back!! 
The new dorms w_ill help ease 
· overcrowding throughout 
campus by moving out many 
upperclassmen. Although there 
are 40 fewer freshmen this year 
h o u s i n g is st i H "v e r y 
overcrowded" according to 
Carol Bischoff, director qf 
residential life. There are 257 
students living in lounge 
buildups and 151 living in 
triples. Every floor lounge in 
Stoke houses a buildup. 
When the freshmen no-
shows are totalled today 40 to 
50 students will be able to move 
out of lounges, Bischoff said. 
Students in the Stoke buildups 
will receive first priority 
because of the "excessive over-
crowding" there, she said. 
Special programs designed 
to ease the transition between 
college and the working world 
are being planned for re·sidents 
of the new apartments. 
Bongiovanni said. They will 
inform students about practical 
matters such as managing 
money and financing a new car. 
Sit on;Sleep on, Futon. 
,;, ~- ,; _< •' \I 
We carry_ the finest futons made, the NEW MOON FUTON. 
From the oldest futon company in America, the 100% cotton 
futon is not only the perfect bed, but with a few quick rolls,~ 
the perfect contemporary couch. Futons provide great back 
support and can be used with or without bedframes. NEW 
MOON fUTONS are ideal for apartments, dorms, kid's 
rooms, living rooms, •or any room. 
Macro Polo. Inc .... The Everything Store" 
89 Market St.. Portsmouth. N.H. 
open e,•er_r clay till late 
***** MUSO FILM SERIES*****· 
Art Carney 
LIiy Tomlin The 
Late 
Sho-w 
Sunday~ Sept. 4th 
Strafford Room 
MUB 
°?:00 & 9:30 p.m. 
Admission $ I .00 
First class entertainment. The film represents by far the most intelligent and engaging 
attempt at reincarnation of the private eye. Art Carney and Lily Tomlin share the fast: 
paced action in a detective-thriller that keeps you on the edge qf your seat until the 
final moments! · 
* Off ~ampus Housing· Coodinator 
* Consumer Studies Intern 
For further information & applications. 
stop by the Commuter/ Transfer Center. 
Room 136. MUB 
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----------HUMPHREY'S---------- -NEW MAJOR-
tear down the buildings which 
have· now been painted green 
and blue. The orange building 
was ordered to be saved as a 
historical landmark. 
Heald said that since the 
painting began, he has received 
many phone calls and 
comp-taints about the colors~ 
· •• A lot of people don't like the 
colors." said Heald. 
Ly~ms said. ••1 was hoping it 
would be brjghter. If they're 
going to make it ugly, they 
should have made it brlghter." 
Despite the complaints, 
Heald said there is nothine the 
I
··., 
" ~ ; 
x:;'. 
- ( continued from page I) < continued from pag~ 3) 
commission can do about the to the lot across the street from which now houses Humphrey's being approved. According to 
situation. the Durham town offices. Deli was built in downtown McCann, this will be a program 
••our guidelines say the The commission did not give Durham. that .. involves all the colleges of 
painting of the exterior of the Cutter permission to tear down Accord1ng to Heald the the University," 
building should be deemed of the third building which is commission told Cutter he International Perspectives 
no interest. We can't touch it," being painted orange. could tear down the younger o was formed because the 
he said. The building was built in. the three buildings, the blue University ••tacked the means 
••They (the buildings) are 1800 and was the home of Anne and green. ones, in 1981. to function as a coherent 
being ,protected or preserved. · Runtlett, the author of a book The architect told Cutter team," in the area of 
We may not like the colors but en tit I e d .. Landmarks in that the ba~k co_uld still be built - international studies, explains 
it's doing what should be done Ancient Dover.'" She wrote the at that site 1f the orange McCann. This program, he 
to -protect them," Heald said.. · book in the building. building wasn't torn down, said says, will be an ••efficient use of 
In 1981, Cutter wanted to - The green building was built Heald. existing faculty and an 
build a branch of the Strafford in the late 1800's according to Cutter didn't accept the organized way of studying 
National Bank at the site, but in Heald. It was the old Durham proposal. international affairs." The 
August of this year the post office. ..He just let them (the program is also being funded 
ronstrurtion site w;:i~ rPfor.atP.d In 1907, the blue building buildings) go with nothing by a two-year grant from the 
- being·done on it," Heald -said. Elfiott Trust Fund. 
At the August 22 selectmans Oth'er fac'ulty on the 
meeting in Durham, planning committee: which includes 
assistant David Walder said the representatives from each of 
color of the buildings ma_y be a the University's colleg_es are: 
violation of the Zoning Board John Carroll,Bernard Go~don 
of . A~justments (Z~~ Marc Herold, John Kelly: 
regulations. TheZBAproh1b1ts Donald Melvin, Helmut 
work whic,h is considered Pfanner, John Seavey and . 
••sightly detrimental" to the Douglas Wheeler. 
area or •'-obnoxious or 
offensive" to be done on a 
building. 
· However, before a formal 
complaint can be made to the 
board, an a~utter within 1,000 
foot radius of the property 
would have to complain.. Heald 
said. . 
If enough residents 
~omplain, the problem could 
be ~rought before the Superior 
Court for · an injunction, 
Selectman Norman Stiles said. 
••we have to exhaust 
- administrative procedures 
first," he said. 
Apartm~nts ~wned. by Durham landlord Ernest Cutter get a paint job from Tom Consantino d 
Stan Ellis. (Jam Millard photo) . an 
Owners of Humphrey's Deli 
asked that their store front be 
kepr white although the 
surrounding parts of the 
building were painted blue. 
Main Floor 
Stationery 





Mugs & Glassware 
. Typewriter Ribbons 
Film & Processing 
Darkroom Supplies 
Records & Cassettes 
Health & Beauty 
Supplies 




Rezou nd Cassette 
Copying 
Picture Frames & 
Albums 
TOWN-& CAMPUS 
64 MAIN STREET DURHAM 868-9661 
VISA/MASTERCARD/ AMEX 
FREE GIFT WRAPPING 
Low Prices on Kodak Film 
We have it all! 
Also, overnight service on · 
di$count processing: M 0, 126, 
135 & Disc 
12 Exp. $2.19 24 Exp. $4.19 
15 Exp' $2.69 36 Exp. $6.1 ~ 
This Week's Albumn 
Specials: 
' The Police 
~ynchronicity $5.97 
Asia Alpha $5.97 







Cards of every type 
Gift Wrap & Bows 
Stuffed Animals 
Fisher Price Toys 
Stickers 
Small gifts & toys 
Mugs 
Posters· 







Check_ out our 
"Close Out" nook 
for ·good savings on 
texts used last year in 
for good savings on 
for g·ood savings on 
texts used last year 
in many English Dept. 
courses. 
New and cheap! 
Weekend Special: 
Sept. 3-5 
A Garfield at UNH 
poster FREE with every · 
' $1 _0.00 purchase! 
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Outside the classroom 
When people think about what it's like to be 
a full time college stu_dent, they envision 
students who · live in dormitories, read 
textbooks, and endlessly study for exams. But 
college - especially UNH - offers students 
many more opportunities to learn outside the 
classroom. 
Academics are always the first priority,but 
. in their spare time students should take 
advantage of the many activities here ~t UNH. 
Students can choose between athletics, lht:: 
arts and student clubs and organizations. 
UNH has both varsity sports teams 
A letter from the editor 
including football, skiing, and soccer - anct 
club sports - like sailing and crew. For the 
artistically inclined student, there is the UNH 
Dance Theatre Company. Students can also 
audition for parts in plays, presented regularly 
at the Johnson Theatre. . 
Most o_f the student organizations at UNH 
. are located in the Memorial Union Building, 
called the "MU B". These organizations range 
from . student publications like Tire Ncrv 
Hampshire to student government. Students 
make up the staff of several publications 
including The Granite (UN H's yearbook), The 
Commuter Advocate, and Catalyst magazine. 
Also located in the MU B are the Women's 
Center, and the student television and radio 
stations. 
"' 
Every year these and other organizations 
search for new members. So, we :encourage 
students, and especially freshmen, to join the 
organization of their choice, even if they only 
ha'\'·c a few· extra hours ca.ch week. 
You'll not only meet new _people, but you 
. might even find yourself a career. 
Q sing ·your strident n_ewspaper 
We'd "like to take a few minutes to 
1ntrod·uce ourselves - the largest student 
newspaper on campus. 
The New · Hampshire comes. out every 
Tuesday and Friday during the academic year. 
It .is distributed to all the dining halls and just 
· about every_ academic building at UNH. We 
have a circulation of about 11,000 copies. 
More important, however, is the fact that all 
of The New Hampshire - the production, the 
advertising sales, the writing, and the editing 
- is· done by students. You can easily be one of 
the l00 students who help publish the 
newspaper; and even-i_f you don't want to worl-
here, there are many ways you can use The 
New Hampshire. 
Write. Al the beginning of every semester 
the pa per a~ks for new news reporters to come 
do~n to the office in the MUB. The New 
Hampshire office is located in room 151 on the 
bottom floor of the MU B. Just come on in and 
tell us you'd like to be a reporter. · 
. A new people's meeting will be held 
Tuesday, Sept. 6 in the MUB's Hillsboro 
Sullivan Room at 6 p.m. 
New people's 
• meeting 
for the New Hampshire 
Tuesday, Sept. 6 
Hills./Sull. Rm. MUB 
Writing letters- to t~ Editor 
You don't need any experience and you 
don't _have to be· an English major. You just 
have to want to write. 
In fact, experience is what you'll get at The 
New Hampshire; many former staff members 
are now working at daily n~wspapers and news 
organizations like The Associated Press .. 
· Our News Editors (Julie Hanauer and Beth 
. Ge~mano), Features Editor (John Ouellette), 
and Sports Editor.(Ray Ro~thier) are here to 
help you with story ideas and writing style. 
Come in anytime during the semester and 
they'll get ·you start_ed as a reporter for The 
New _Hampshire. 
Letters. When you read the paper you may 
get angry at University officials, student 
g~vernment, cutbacks in programs, or even us 
- so write to us. Get your opinions in print. 
Write a lettter telling us what's botherin_g you. 
~etters must be typed,_ double-spaced, signed, 
and no longer than two pages. 
University Forum. This page. which is-
usually opposite the editorial page, offers an. 
opportunity for students and faculty to write 
longer pieces about the issues of their choice. 
By Maggie McKowen 
These articles can be either informational or 
opinionated . . In the past professors and 
students have written on subjects such as 
Christianity, nuclear war, and homosexuality. 
· If you would like to contribute to the Forum 
page, drop off typed manuscripts in the Editor-
in-Chief's office or call Forum Editors Chris 
Fauske or April Lindner at 862-2486 . 
Personals. Our business office, located in 
MlJR Rm. 108. is where students go to submit 
personals to our classified section. Personals 
are messages ($1 . each) sent to friends, 
roommates and others. They're a great way to 
wish your Mom a Happy Mother's Day or to 
say Happy Birthday to someone on campus. 
Personals must be submitted by 2 p.m. on 
Mondays and Thursdays. 
We at The New Hampshire encourage all of 
you to write for the paper. It's a great way to 
learn about what's going on at UNH and a 
great way to meet people. Even if you're just 
curious abut how a newspaper is put together, 
stop by the office. We'd be glad to show you! 
Hope you get the most out of the University. 
And remember to read The New Hampshire! 
he New Hampshir 
MAGGIE McKOWES. Editor-in-Chief 
PA.I ·1 \' ADAM~. Ylanal;ling Editor 
JU.II: HA\Al'ER. \c"!> Editor 
RAY ROl . lHll:R. Sport!> Editor 
JA\_f JIOOVl:R. Man.11;linJ Editor 
BETH GfRMA\O. \c-!> Editm 
JOH\ Ol' fl.l.E.TTE. t-'caturci. Editor 
JIM MIi.i.ARi>. Pht>lu Editor 
.IH> F.\'A\S. 8ui.i1h.'!1~ Manat!Cr 
CA'I HrRl\f SAl'\DERS. Ad,crtisinl;l Mana,cr 
Adnrthin1 A!IICKialts 
Marl lk,Cirn,!ICillicr!> 
l'aul Murrh • 
AHi. Bullint11!> !\t■na1er 
Kill Pilcher 
nrcul■lion M■na1er 







Ph~ II•• t.1rm, 
Ja,nc Surrell 
•:cii1ori■ I A"~"lanl 


















f·rnnl. M., .. ,illo 
ProducliCJII A,"°"i■lt, 



















Julie· ll;i"1uc1 · 




(·h,n I K 1mh.ill 
l>an "tandriJan 




I i..a Pre,,,_, 
Maria R.:alc 














T uhnir■I SupeniliOB 
lkhl>i.· Mct.:;illc 
Le1ters to the Editor.for puhlication in The Neii· Hampshire must 
be signed and no -longer than two pages typed, double spaced. 
Let1ers may be broughf to Roo_m 15/ in th~ MUB or mailed to: 
Editor, The New Hampshire, Room I 5 I, MU B, UN H, Durham, NH 
03824. 




Ann H,·, i!J.:4ua 
\ 1r~1n1a Kr,1~J1111 
(imn\ Hruadl>111,t 







Ka1h~ I ou~hlm 
lk1dr.: I, n,·h 










I 1,a ·uan .. ;n 
Karen .luhn,nn 
c·arul '.\a.:,a, 
Sut· \t.,ultun K,·nt ·(.hcmnl!tnn 
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· phone calls. • • 
.. . . . writing 
Interviews 
That's all_ part of working for the 
award-winning newspaper, The 
New Hampshire. Have fun-while you ,. 
prepare for a job in a number ·of 
_ professional . areas. Stop by room 
151 intheMUBtodayorcometothe 
new people's meeting Tuesday, 
September 6 in the Hillsboro-
Sullivan Room. 
PAGE ELEVEN 
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' 
Photo.school & Darkrooms 
Welcomes the freshman class and returning_ 
students back to UNH and reminds everyone 
that classes will begin September 18 in Basic 
and Advanced Photography. D~rkroom will also 
· be open soon. 
DON'T WAil! 
REGISTER NOW at the MUSO Office, Rm. 148 
of the MUB, . 
or call 7-1485 for more i~fo. 
- DO IT NOW! 
PEER EDUCATION 
·IN HEALTH 
f Peer Educators are ·students. Peer 
! Educators encourage students to 
, make positive ~ehavior changes and 
; 








Peer Educators wanted in Nutrition, 
Alcohol. and Contraception education. 
Tw(! day training session provided. 
Discover more by attending 
an interest meeting 
Tuesday, Sept. 13th / 6:30p.m. Rockingham Rm. MUB 
Thursday,"Sept. 8th / 12.:30 p.m. Grafton Rm. MUB 
For more information contact: 
Liz MacDonald or Steve Dieleman 
Health Education Center 






UNH's yearbook - is 
lo9king for enthusiastic 
students to fill the 
f o.ll~wing positions: 
Political Reporter 
Features Reporter 
Sports Reporter . 
Production Manager 
-contact Rhonda or Judy at 862-1280 for 
det~ils or come to • an open meeting f ~r all 
student writers inttjrested in submitting their 
work on .. 
, Tuesday, Sept. 6 at 7 pm in the 
Granite office, RM 125, MUB 
All Positions ar~ P Al D 




Wednesday, Sept. · 7th, 3:00 p.m. 
Grafton Room, MUB 






For more info call 2-f987 
/ 
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-Arts & .. :Fe.ature:s 
Acoustic guitar returns 
David Bowie 
Bowie plays 
S UlliL,an Stadium 
By Julie Hanauer However, the emphasis was 
Neither rain nor traffic nor on newer material from Scary 
the Foxboro selectmen could Monsters and the latest Let's 
keep away the 60,000 David Dance. Six songs call!e from 
Bowie fans who paid $17 .50 to these two albums while only 
pack Sulliva_n Stadium in one, "Star .. , came from his 
Foxboro. Mass. Wednesday Ziggy Stardust days. 
night. . _ Bowie's rich, deep voice was 
As soon as Bowie took the . in good form. He growled into. 
stage his magic began to work. the tow notes and caressed the 
The rain stopped. Parking and high ones powerfully. The 
traffic hassles were forgotten. sound system was strong 
. Bowie's presence gripped and enough to fill the stadium. 
held the attention of fans in A huge video screen rising 
every corner of the stadium. above the stadium enabled 
Bowie opened promptly at everyone to get a close up view 
7:30 p.m. with •·waiting So of . Bowie and his incredible 
Long;" appropriate for those back-up band. 
who stood all day in the rain to The lead guitarist and 
get a -generaradmission place in saxophonists Lennie Pickett 
front of the stage. and Stan Harrison were 
Right from the start (there tremendous. Bowie allowed 
was no warm-up act, bur-music them long solos. The guitarist 
videos), Bowie's stage presence often took the spotlight and 
-was awesome. Still, he didn't front stage while Bowie took 
score -U.Iltil the fourth song. short breaks. Pickett and 
"Golden Years." He continued Harrison were outstanding on-
to build momentum with · .. Young Americans" with help 
••Fashion·" from Scary from Bowie on acoustic guitar. 
Monsters and the anthem Although Bowie only played 
dance song "'Let's Dance," on. four songs, three on guitar 
compl~te with on-stage shadow_ and saxophone on ••Modern 
boxing. Love'". they were the highlights 
Bowie played songs from of the concert. The crowd was 
throughout his career including on its feet for the whole show. 
his first major American hit. but they found ··space Oddity". 
••space Oddity. "and ••Breaking ••y oun~ Americans", and 
Glass" .from Low. BOWIE, _page 14 · 
Three new. young (the oldest 
member in any of them is 25) 
bands have released records 
recently that revitalize the 
The Alarm 
IRS 
These four guys from Wales 
get more sound out of an 
acoustic guitar than you ever 
thought possible. I mean, they 
·wail! 
This five-song EP combines 
the messages and some of the 
fire of the Clash c•Across The 
Border" could have come from 
Give 'em Enpugn Rope) with 
the vitality and youth of U2 
who they've been opening 
shows for. 
Song titles such as ''The 
Stand," "For "Freedom", and 
••Marching On" and lyrics like 
••come on down and meet your 
maker/ Come on down and 
make a · stand" from "The 
Stand" demonstrate the bands" 
almost evangelical zeal. 
The EP will grab you on first 
listen. Opening with the sing-
along ••The Stand", the record 
is short but strong throughout. 
The Alarm doesn't let up. 
Nigel Twist's drumwork is 
superb, creating a solid, but not 
bang-your-head-against-the-
wall, rhythm that strengthens 
the anthem feel of the band. 
Eddie MacDonald is a little 
laid back on bass, but there are 
no holes and Peters' harmonica 
is a pleasant addition to a few 
songs, especially ••Lie of the 
Land''. 
The final cut. ••For 
Freedom," was recorded live in 
England and contains such 
patriotic lyrics as ··sticks and 
stones will get us nowhere" and 
··we've got to stand up/ and 
push on through to the other 
side." 
This band does tend to 
overdo it a little bit. The back 
cover photo resembles a still 
from the U2 ••New Year's Dav" 
video. picturing the Alarm in a 
desolate muddy field sporting 
cowboy hats and boots and 
fringed jackets, instruments 
slung over their shoulders. 
The music is alive and puts 
energy jnto the listener. You 
don't have to be politically 
_ minded to enjoy it. 
JOHN QI Jfl 1 EIIE 
acousti~ guitar in rock 'n' roll. 
The Alarm, Aztec Camera, and 
the Violent Femmes have 




Slash/ Warner Brothers 
This Milwaukee ·band makes 
unrefined garage rock'n'roll 
that sounds more like 'What 
ins"pired the punk movement 
than what came out of it. 
Anybody can sing along with 
the harsh talk-sing vocals from 
19-year-old Gordon Gano 
without feeling bad. 
The Violent Femmes were 
discoverd by the Pretender's 
James Honeyman-Scott when 
the three guys were performing 
on the sidewalk outside the 
theater where the Pretenders 
were scheduled to play. They 
needed a warm-up act and the 
Violent Femmes had nothing 
better to dQ. It •s this same wing-
it attitude that makes the 
album so exciting. 
Danceable songs about 
relationships and - heartache 
with occasionally · raunchy 
lyrics c•Body and beats/ I stain 
_,.., ... hAotc / I non 't. even know 
"'~1~Y~fr_~E1 '~Blister in the Sun .. ) 
in a Lou Reed tradition fill this 
album. 
The guitar and bass are 
mostly acoustic. The drum is 
usually a simple snare. The 
songs stay lodged in your mind 
long after the ten-songer is 
over. 
The entire first side is hot. 
especially the lead ··Blister in 
the Sun•·. with its bassy plucked 
guitar;The beat inspires foot-
tapping and head-bobbing at 
the very least. 
··Prove My Love .. is a bang- _ 
it-out tune with heavy acoustic 
bass aqd some electric gui~ar 
and brutally honest ·1yncs 
("'Third verse. same as the 
first") about Gano's own 
songwriting. 
The final cut, _ .. Good 
Feeling''. even has some 
tinkling xylophone, easy guitar 
strumming. violin and Dylan-
like strained vocals. 
- There are no real insights in 
the lyrics but at least they're 
about things we've all thought 
at one time or another: This 
FE~MES, _page 14_ 
Se·x and. the Arts and Fea.tures Editor 
,.,., 
toward synthesizers· and drum 
machines. turning back. 
instead, to the acoustic guitar. 
Aztec Camera 
High Land, Hard Rain 
Sire/ Warner Brothers 
Dubbed the first hippie band 
of the 80's by British critics, 
Aztec Camera is the closest 
• thing to Bob Dylan or Bruce 
Springsteen's Nebraska around 
today. 
Led by 19-year-old 
singer/ songwriter Roddy 
Frame, the Scottish band has 
appeared on the cover of 
Britain's New Musical 
-~xpress,_ ~~~ _signed __ as the 
warm-up band for Elvis 
Costello.,s 1983 world tour.and 
had generally received quite a 
bit of attention lately. 
songs comprise most of their 
album. Acoustic guitar and 
ooh, aah (remember the early 
Beatles) backgrqund harmo-
nies give the albtim a full, 
bright . sound. Frame's voice l; 
isn •t too bad either, clear · 
enough to figure out all the 
words. 
The lyrics are sometimes 
glum and drag the songs down. 
And sometimes they're just 
plain childish ("From the 
mountain tops down to the 
sunny street/ A different drum 
is playing a different kind of 
beat" from ••oblivious .. ). 
The album is _catchy though, 
improving with.each play. "We 
Could Send 4tters", possibly ·· 
the most accessible song to 
American FM radio. uses a 
crisp overlay of acoustic 
rhythm and Spanish guitars 
and those old Beatles 
harmonies to build the emotion 
that could almost make you 
lovesick. 
·•Pillar to Post", , with its 
acoustic guitar chorus and 
quick up-down beat, is 
reminiscent of Haricut ·1 0O's 
••Fantastic Day." The song is 
marred, however by Frame's 
wedding band electric guitar 
used in this and just one other 
song. 
Frame really l'?ses our, 
interest on a couple of the . 
ballads,-but for the most part. if . 
AZTEC,~ 14 . 
By John Ouellette something different for a change. 1 wish he had 
covered my senior recital and my Aunt Betty's blue 
ribbon cake. at the Chesterfield county fair." 
have Ideas of your own, that's even better. 
SEX-I"m the Arts and Features Editor for the 
New Hampshire. A cherished and respected 
position. right? Wrong. I'm sitting at my -desk 
typing again. Every Monday and Thursday 
afternoon I do this. Sure feel like I talk too much 
some times. 
Some of you say to yourself. you say ··self. this 
guy doesn't know squat about what he's writing. 
Hell. even I could do better." 
. Or m~¥~~; Y_?U s'!~ .. t~-yourself. x,ou s_ay ••self. _I 
guess tn1s guy s afngnt-. 6u-f rd sure lt'ke to see 
Then maybe you even say to yourself. you 
say:•self. I bet I could actually write some of this 
stuff.·· 
Well. I'm telling you that you can. That's right. 
you can go to see a band for free a11d then tell 
everybody about it. Or how about a movie for 
nothing ( excluding those rated XXX)? 
No experience? So w~~t. w(rs. al! here to learn. 
No"idt!~ 'Oort_,.nvorry. I've got plenty. And if you -
This page is open to just about ~nything. Fiction, 
social commentary, art, film, theater, book, rock, 
dance. band.jazz, restaurant and professor reviews 
are al~ welcome. As you can tell from this column, 
anythmg goes. 
So you read this and you say to yourself. you say, 
_ "self, I have a great idea that would look great on 
the features page, with my name right at the top in 
bold letters.,. Bring it down. 
I'm sorry I d1dn't talk very much about sex. 
Maybe fou have a story? -
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band has a knack for helping u~ 
enjoy expressing our frustra-
tions. This album is fun. Play it 
loud! 
- JOHN OUELLETTE 
WUNH T~p 15 
I .Talking Heads-Speaking in 
Tongues 
2.Elvis Costello-Punch the 
Clock 
3.Tom Tom Club-The Man 
With the Four-Way Hips 
4.Violent Femmes-Violent 
Femmes 
5.The Cure-The Walk 
6. The Alarm-The Alarm 
7.Bauhaus-Burning From the 
Inside 
8.Men Without Hats-Music 
of Youth 
9.Pete Shelley-XL-I 
10.Alan Vega-Wipe Out Beat 
8/ W Saturn Drive 
11.Fun Boy Three-Waiting 
12.New Order-Power, 
Corruption and Lies 




Versions of the Dream 
"~odcrn Love" more exciting ~ However she said, ") · don't 
and da!1ced and sang 1llong. think ifs going to keep people 
Bowie was enjoying himself from partying." 
on stage. dancing and Kari-vans ·_will depart from 
mesmerizing the audience with Thompson Hall at 9 a .'m., IO 
his voice. 
I 
a.m., and 11 a.m. to take 
t was a tight show students to the beach on Sat., 
commanded by a master Sunday and Monday. It will 
showman. Bowie, in a white take 40 minutes to arrive at the 
suit and androgynous new McDonald's at Hampton 
wave haircut has left behind his beach. Tickets will cost $1 
persona days. He's finally round trip tickets can be 
getting the widespread bought' in advance or on the 
popularity he has long bus. 
deserved ~ The field house wiJJ also be 
--AZTEC-
( continued from page 13) 
the music is nothing very new At 
least ifs different from what 
record companies have been 
signing lately. 
The final cut, ··Down The 
Dip", is a solo in which Frame 
demonstrates his singtng and 
playing proficiency. It's also his 
most sophisticated song 
lyrically. Let's hope it 
continues. 
- JOHN OUELLETTE 
open during the weekend from 
J p.m. to 4 p.m. 
Special Recreational Sports 
Department offerings over the 
weekend include: 
-Tennis Tournament: "The 
Croat Labor Dsay Swslf" 
An event open to aH UN H 
students exclusive of varsity 
tennis stars. Held Saturday. 
·Sept. 3 and Sunday, Sept. 4, 
beginning 9:00 a.m. on 
Saturqay. This will be a single 
elimination tounament ( one for 
men and one for womenJ, 
including _ a consolation draw 
for first round losers. All you 
need is a racket and some new 
balls. 
Registration for the event 
closes Friday at 4:00 p.m. Can 
2-J 528, or stop by Room 151 in 
the Field House. 
Have Fun!! -Slow-Pitch Co-Rec Softball Tournament · 
Write Features 
See Johnny 0 
Room 151, MUB 
Sat-Sun-Mon Sept. 3-5 
There will be a mandatory: 
team captain's meeting · on 
Friday in th_e Conference 
Room of the field House. 
The tournament will be 
single elimination and all UN H 
eligible. Ten players on each person's financial : standing. 
team (5 men. 5 women). Games Distribution.therefore, is 
wilt be played according to calculated pa.rtly on how many 
UN H intramural Co-Rec children in the household are in 
Softball rules. school. 
-Mendums Pond Dean Otis Sproul of the 
UNH's outdoor recreation CoHege of Engineering and 
area at Mendums Pond. Physical Sciences said he wilJ 
located six miles west of be meeting next Friday with the 
campus off U.S. Rt. 4, will be · Dean) Student Advisory 
open over the weekend from group to discuss the effects of 
JI :00 a.m. until 6:00 p.m. differential tuition for the 
(including Monday). Student coHege. 
ID required for admission. Karen Sheein, a senior 
Swimming is available as are Computer Science major, said 
canoes for rent (rent $3.00 per paying for the added expense 
hour or $ I0.00 per day). has been difficult. 
Alcohol prehibited ai1d no life As an out-of-state student, 
guards. she had to take out more Joans 
The following films will be and her parents are helping her. 
shown at the MU 8 over the '4 Jt's the only way I'd make it," 
weekend: she said. 
Thurs 9 / I, The Last P'lcture Sh~cin said she- folt the 
Show, Strafford Room, MU B. diff erentiaJ charge for majors 
$1.00, 7:00 and 9:30 p.m. was unfair since "other-people 
Sun 9/4, The Late Show, take computer science classes, 
Strafford Room, MU 8, $ 1.00, and a lot of this money is being 
7:00 and 9:30 p.m. used infutureyears."Shewon't 
The MU 8 Pub wilJ be open see the benefits of the extra 
for dancing on Thursday from money she paid, she said. -
8:30 until 12:30, when the Now It was widely recognized on 
Sound Express will provide the campus that this college needed 
music, and on Sunday again additional resources, "said 
from 8:30 p.m. until 12:30 a.m. Sproul. The administration 
when the D.J. wiJt be Mark first tried to find resources 
Hurde~ through regular funds. Failing 
Dining Services wiH be at finding the funds, the 
offering the option of a box differential cll_arge was 
lunch over the three days of the instituted. he said. · 
wee k e n d . S t i 11 i n gs o r S prou) said after talking to 
· Philbrook (Huddleston closed) several student group~ Jastyear 
only. Hand in meal card and a cut-off figure $300 was 
ask for '4Coffee and" option.· accepted. After the general 
After breakfast return to the tuition increase the $ f 75 figure 
counter and you will be was arrived at. 
admitted to the "bag lunch" 
area. Make your own lunches 
.__ ______________________ ~ students. faculty, and staff are to go. Available to aH meal plan 
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--------------HARLEY--------------
Although H~rley puts a lot 
of time and effort into the job 
board, his reponsibilities don't 
stop there. He separates his 
tasks into two categories -
staff and line duties. 
.. Part of my staff responsibi-
! lity is representing Jeff Onore 
(the Director of .Student 
Activities)_ and handling 
financial affairs for the MU B. •• 
Harley expfained. 
The 46 year old Corporation 
Finance major will also be 
going over the MU B's budget 
.. i t em by iJie m .. w i t h a 
committee led by Steve Salera. 
Vice Chairman of the MU B 
Board of Governors. beginning 
in October. 
· Harley·s line responsibilities 
include supervising Cat's . 
Closet. the Games Room. and 
the Ticket Office. 
In addition to working 
around the MU B. Harley was 
asked to replace Monty Childs 
as the new Treasurer of the 
Student Activities Fee. With 
this position. he'll be working 
with both the SAFC 
Chajrperson Steve Parker and 
the SAFO business manager, 
Dave Enos. an4 acting as 
financial advisor to SAFC. 
The position. which began 
July I, runs for one year. 
.. Hopefully. they'll like the 
job I'm doing and will elect to 
keep me on each year.•• he said. 
Students who appointed 
Harley to the new position are 
already pleased with what they 
see . 
.. He"s always accessible, 
always available if we need to 
talk to him." said Parker. ••we 
wanted to stay within the 
University for this position for 
that reason.·• 
Over the summer Harley 
worked with . Parker in 
corre~ting last year's records. 
.. He's perceptive, and 
dedicated.·· said Parker. .. He's 
not afraid to learn by doing." 
.. He has a · lot of ideas· that 
cater to students and personal 
concern and bend with the job 
board. I'm glad his new 
position gives him an 
opportunity to become closer 
with students of the 
University," said . Cathy 
Saunders. Manager of th~ job 
board. 
.. We wouldn't be done (with 
the books) right -now without 
Don advising us ... said Jamie 
Rock, Student Body President. 
••1•m confident th~t he wW hP 
. DON HARLEY 
<continued·rrom page 3) 
able to help us o·ut in a bind~ He because they are using tax 
has accounting with the audit money." 
because they want to." 
The fact that he and his wife 
Jean, who is Commissary 
Manager for UNH food 
services, don't have children at 
home could be the reason he 
enjoys his job so rnuch. Harley 
says. 
system and his computer Harley's favorite part of the 
experience will also come in job is working with students. 
handy... ~I •m priviledged to deal with 
Harley invested in his own the brightest and best, .. he says. 
computer to cut down on errors •• A professor has to take 
in the bookkeeping end of his ./everyone whether they're 
job. interested or not. Here they're .. They (the students) are my 
surrogate children . ., 'Harley . had a pos1t1ve doing what they're doing 
attitude about representing 
both the Unviversity and the 
students from his two 
positions. 
. ··1 think students have 
reached a more mature 
understanding about the 
University's ability and desire 
to control SAFC, •• he said. 
Concerns t-hat too many people 
from Student Activities would 
be controlling SAFC have not 
been voiced as loudly as they 
might have tieen ten years ago, 
he said. 
Harley believes that students 
have a dght to gain experience. 
He's simply there, he says. to 
advise on financial matters. 
.. Students have a right to fail, 





There's a New Bar in Town 
E & D's BAR. 
Front Street, Rollinsford 
Beverages, Burgers & Hot Dogs 
Special Beverage Prices All The ·time 
50C to s1.00 
POOL TABLE-VIDEO GAME 
FOOS BALL TABLE 
One 5¢ Beverage 
per customer with this ad 
Good Through 9/ 5/ 83 
Positive 1.0. Please 
IS THIS AMY TIME TO THINK 
ABOUT.ARMY ROTC? 
It~" the perfect time. 
Yi.1u 're a freshman. right? And you want 
to make college a real learning experience? 
Well.ROTC can add-a valuable 
dtmen.:2on to you.r college education. A 
dimension of leadership and manage-
ment tfaining. And that'll make your 
degree worth more. 
ROTC t">ffe~ scholarship and 
financiat opportunities, too. 
Plus. the opportunity to graduate 
with a commi6sion and 
begin your future as an 
officer. 
For more inforrria-
tiop. ~ontact your 
Professor of Military 
Scienc:e. 
ARMYROTC. 
BEALL YOU CAN BE. 
H Call 862-1078 
Auditions Being Held 
for STVN Soap Opera 
Tuesday, September 6, 7:30 pm 
(For theatre majors only) 
Wednesday, September 7, 7:30pm 
Thursday, September 8, 7:30 pm 
In the MUB Notch Room 
For further , inforrnaHon, contact Andy Zin man 
- (659-5390) 
All Students Welcome!! 
, -PAGE SIXTEEN 
OlftlCS 
HERE COMES ARLENE. 
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By JOHNNY- HART 
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< continued from page 2) 
UNH undergraduate student 
body is foreign. This places 
UNH well into the bottom end 
of the scale.·• according 
Chorlain. 
Smith's programming. 
outside of dorm government, 
will be open to all students. and 
they will be advertising events 
around campus. Money for 
programming came from an 
Alumni Undesignated Gifts 
grant to the International 
Student Office. The $16.000 
will go 1towards programming 
needs .and providing facilities 
geared to international 
students. 
The International Perspec-
tives Program will also be co-
operating with international 
programming at Smith Hall. 
ChorJian said, "In my view 
there are certain kinds of 
learning about how other 
r,eople think. that it is difficult, 
1f not impossible, to get from 
books." The D.,ean of Students 
Office gave $1000 to pay for 
cross-cultural workshops, and 
these programs are already 
under way. 
SAVE AT ELEK·TEK 
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS ,t 
BA·ll . . ....... 33 PC-200 (NEW) .. 52 
BA-35 .•...... 22 • . Tl·PIOIJammer· .. 50 
T1·35·SP ••.••• 17 Tl-5040·11 .... . 49 
BA-55 . .. . . . .. 43 11·5130 • •.• • •. 60 
T1·55·11 ...•.•• 33 . - - Tl-5142·111 .• •• • 75 
Tl·57 •• • .•• •• • 29 BA-55 11-5219 ...• •. 130 
11·66 (NEW) . ... 52 11·5310 •••.•.• 97 
COMPACT COMPUTER 40 
34K bytesol ROM; 8K bytes r1 RAM. Constant Memory Fea-
ture, Convenient phJo-in applications software; Enhanced 
BASIC prO!Janming language; Easy-to-use typewrtt.--styte 
(QWERTY) keylm'd; Batlfy·powered; 31 character LCD <Is· 
play. l'eriin,ral interface canneclkn 
Blodllcou,_ on IOftwareand ac 11 c,.,,_ too. 
HEWLETT-PACKARD 
LCD PROBLEM SOLVERS 
HP-10C Scientific . . • • . • . . . . . . • • . . • • • . $54 
HP-11C Scientific . . . • . . . . • . . . • . . • . . . • • 70 
HP-15C Scientific ...•...•• . .••..• .• ••• 90 
HP·12C Fmancial •.•••. . ••.•••.•••.•• • 90 
HP-16C Prograrrmer •...••.••...• :. • .. 90 
HP-97 Desktop Scientific . ....... : •... 560 
HP·41C •• ••• • ••• •••••.•• $145 
HP·41CV . • .. • • • . . • • • • • • . . 200 
OplicalWand . .... .. ...... .. 95 
Card Reader . . • • . . . . . • • . • . . 145 
Plinter (8~3A) .. .. • • • • . • . . 283 
Quad R.A.M. (tor HP41C) •••.. 60 
••ll AC<ISSOIJES 
Ext. Memory Module • • • .. • • • • . 60 
Ext FIIIClion Module .. • • • • • • . 60 
Tme Module • • • . .. • . • • • .••. 60 
HP.ILIJlapModule ..••• • ••••• 95 
Digital Cassette Drive . • • • • • • • 335 
Printer/Plotter (HP·IL) ••.••.. 335 
WHILE LIMITED QUANTITIES LAST 
' 50-60)0 oft orig mfr suggested prices 
HP·32E Sc1ent1t1c 32 50 
HP-34C Sc1ent1t1c 50 00 
HP·37E Financial 32 50 
-
SAVI 7S~Off llSTOII 
Pc-1211 ■1111-COIIPIITH 
BASIC language, 1424 step program capac· 
lty with 26 memories, an! 24 digit displa'f 
OIIGIIAI. 1.151 nJa S16I ELEI- JH $40. 
TOil FREE ORDER LUU 
1100 -621-121,9 
1 EXCEPT Illinois, Alaska, Hawaii 
KEEP nus AD FOR flJl'URE REFERENCE 
ff WIU. NOT BE REPEAlED 
Aall..., .,_. •• 1111 "'lill ~ ••--•IC-r's 
Ot■ck....., IW., l'tn. Clt■ct(2 wlstt dr.). Seny •tO.b UIISUO 1st 
i11aSI.OlaNlt•aluASll,b.111l-'11111Nll.,.,11.Prnl 
SNj. It-.. wtlll (• calls) ,_,.__..30.-, ,....,.., 
.................. ..,. AU Elll•Tll MIICIWtDISI IS-D 
.. , ISTIIII.WIYANI 
..--
- ' .. 
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------------TRESPASSERS------------
< continued from page I) 
will be a ware and more alert to 
strangers in their dorms. 
If students suspect a person 
is tresp~ssing. a resident hall 
assistant should be notified. 
according to Beaudoin. 
If the person refuses to leave 
yet has no specific destination 
within th.e hall. the Dept. of 
Public Safety should be 
notified immediately. he 
added. 
Bischoff said that people 
living in resident halls have a 
••false feeling of security" 
concerning their dorms. In 
reality. the dorms are wide 
open with nothing to prevent 
trespassers and this can often 
attract unwanted people. she 
said. 
With the posting of the new 
signs. would-be trespassers are 
warned that they will be subject 
to criminal arrest and 
prosecution should they 
venture beyond the signs .. 
Bischoff reported that 
resident hall staff were 
informed of their new 
procedure during their summer 
training and that they seemed 
very supportive of the new 
system. ; 
The Department of 
Residential Life assumed all 
UNH Students 
· It's good to have you back! 
3L- leJ Ca.r,;et . 
FLOWER & GIFT SHOP 
56 Main Street-D~ham 
868-7021 
costs for ·printing the signs, and 
took the responsibility of 
posting them .throughout the 
halls. Bischoff states toot the 
two-inch block letters are in 
accordance with state laws. 
· Additional signs will be 
posted in the near future. These 
will be constructed of heavy 
duty plastic and designed to 
attach firmly to doors and 
walls. 
The signs currently posted in 
resident halls are made of thin, 
white paper and are pasted to 
the windows, often being torn 
down by ·students. 
Beaudoin said that until now 
NH QC '==N=e=w==H=a=m=p=s=hi=r=e=O=u=ti=ng==C=lu=b== 
,&{ be a part of 
the oldest club · 
on campus 
Granite State Room MUB 
7:00 p.m . 
. Come learn about the 
Outing Club 
ll 
the freedom to wander through 
the dorms at all hours was just 
""too great" and that security 
was loose. 
With the new regulations, 
trespassers are subject to 
criminal arrest. Beaudoin said 
it is easier to meet objectives in 
a trial situation. The UNH 
Department of Public Safety 
will have absolutely no qualms 
about enforcing the regula-
tions, he said. He quickly 
added that he and his 
department are not an arr~ed 
force looking to persecute. His 
philosophy-and one that he 
tries to instill into his men-is 
to serve and to protect. He 
states that the success of the 
system rests solely on two kinds 
of people_:the staff and the 
students of the resident halls. 
He believes that with . their 
cooperation the University can 
be both a safe and fun place to 
live. 
.WE'VE MOVED!! 
Our New Address is: 
35 Main Street 
Durham 
868-7051 
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CLASSIFIED 
2 BR Apt - Main St, Newma~ke-i. $425. Work Study position . available - office Yo·u don't have to be a i.ttnior to write for a=.-'~: . ·-.:- . Hey Bri. its time to get crazy in the 
mon. for 9 mons. or $375 mon for 12 manager for New Hampshire Outing the yearbook. The Granit•J is looking for 
TECHNICS RECEIVER SA 202 (2 yrs old) personals. Aren't you excited? 
mon., includes heat, water, sewer. refrig., Club. Approx. 10 hrs/week. Need bas'ic paid writers to cover the events of the for $100 or B.O. MARANTZ SPEAKERS 
stove, new paint and carpet. phone 1168_ computer literacy, competent typing skills 1983-84 school year. Come to an ope
n HOGG for $200 or 8.0. (5 years old), Hey Lind.a, you communters are going to 
and general organizat ional and office meeting Tuesday, Sept. 6 at 7 PM, room SONY HEADPHONE DR-S4 for $15 or have to learn how to get out at 1 :30 am 
2281 between 4 -8 PM. management skills application available 125, MUB. 8 .0. All in excellent condition. Call 862- like we do. It lets us get some sleep. 
1
1 IJI ,m 129 MUB Wo,k Study students ne-d to help 3185 le.el 0 ' 862•3871 (day) Ask to, Janet. when do you get you, fish;es> I 
Work-Study Student needed. Looking for -conduct study of New Hampshire Alphonse. • can't wait to have some life in the 
mature ·senior or graduate student with agricultural fairs. This is a good way to Blue Honda Accord 78, Hatchback. 5 a..:;p..;.a_rt_m_e:....n_t_. -----~- -...-.----
accounting experience to work. Under learn computer skills, analyze data, and speed standard 66,000 Mi. Alpine To the girls in Apt . 33-HHA. (you know 
------------ supervision of technical director on meet New Hampshire people. Contact cassette player. speakers, excellent what that'means) Happy Friday. 
G ·;- I • -,-- · · , specific acc
ounting projects for small p f s L'ndsay 862 1700 condition. Asking for $2800 or 8.0. Call 
Girls ymnast rcs nstructors par_:t-trme roes or , , . - . To the NH Editors, what a "great start. 
E • C 11 8 1 busine
ss development program clients. 862-1428 (day)ext. 29or431-9707(eve) 
xperaence necessary. a ever Y See Cindy Hayden, 110 McConnell, 2- Boys Gymnastic Instructor (Part-time). Ask for Tamar. Thanks for all your cooperation. Things 
Jacobson at N~w England Sports 3556. Experience necessary. Call Beverly will go better in time. M.E. 
Acadmey in Madbury (742-9000). On Jacobson at New England Sports 
Karivan Route. Photographers - There will be an A'cademy in Madbury (742-9000) on ·'l(, ___ _ ________ ..,][W· Bethd~ar,youareadoll.Thaoksforgiving 
Boys Gymnastics Instructor (Part-time). · organizational meeting Tuesday at 7:00 Karivan route. Perlorllll·- · '·-
1 
me a ride home. 
Experiencenecessary.CallBevJacobson PM in Room 125 (MUB) for those WORK STUDY OPPORTUNITIES _ 2 Write personals . Only $1 . Deadline for 
at New England Sports Academy in interested in work for the Granite, positions available Fall .83 _ lnternijtionat Fridays paper, Wed. at 2 pm. Deadline for 
Madbury (742-9000). On Karivan route. (yearbook) Students Office. General office work and Welcome back Brothers and Sisters in the Tuesday, Friday at 
2 pm. Come into RM 
Gallagher's is now accepting appJications Workstudy positions available: Excellent assistance with international programs. Lord Jesus!! It's a new. blessed semester 
108, MUB. Talk to your friends th rough 
for port-time employment in tho athletic opportunity to 9at practical a>epari•nca in Good Typing<: .,1,;r,., rPquin•<i 10- 1 ~ haur<: and I oan't wait to 000 what our Wonderful the personals -
clothing area . Applicants must be a human service organization. Children's per week. APPLY IMMEDIATELY at: God is going to do on campus. Let us all be No paper this Tuesday due to Labor Day 
aggressiv~ and available to work nights Advocate and Administrative Assistant International Students Office, bound together in prayer and Glorify the Weekend. But we will have a paper on 
and weekends. Manditory one week needed for A Safe Place, a nonprofit Huddleston Hall, 862-2030/2050 saving name of JESUS CHRIST! Love in F_r_,d..,.a"'"y_, _s_ep_t_._9_. ___ __,,_... ___ _ 
training period. Apply in person~ organization offering shelter for abused Him, Jeannine Happy September!!! 
Gallagher's sport center, 801 Islington women and their children. For more info. l 111,IIIIIIIU■· · II~• ··I c B Street. Portsmouth. Call 436-7924. M-F 8:30 _ 4:30 -111 ■- ••• _ onsumer oard: Interest meeting. Wed. . - -..;· : far 1111 Sept, 7th at 3:00 PM Grafton Room, MUB. 
~ (~~~~~ ~ C~r Stereo ·AM/ FM cassette deck wrth ~~~~sTl~~/:r~~~~~~~ ~~~ ~:~~~~ee~ "W - @... .A.lprne .speakers. Excellent condition, up at Sigma Nu, 2 Strafford Ave. (White 
~
I. Interec.,_,JteE;dsinUKS- ilowing ~,J whaeredkleynd.us.s8e6d.8-2$823235 . . 00. Call d_ays. hcuseon-corner) Iii;;!! We are : Lead guitar/backup vocals and 
Solomon 202 bindings. used, $25. Call sax/ backup vocals (limited guitar ability) 
Alex at 659-2583 between 4:00 and 8:00 Seeking bass,'drummer and lead vocalist 
PM, M-F. to form R&R band. Example of musical 
interest: X, Clash, Pistols, Beatles. Call 
,
.; ' with soft case and shoulder strap - mint 
condition. S 100.00 firm. Phone 772- LIBERTARIA~S. anarchists, objectivists, 
2182 after six PM. Ask for John. or fans of Rand or Heinlein or other non-
comformists: Let's get together, have fun, 
Better This Year? i 
Ovation Matrix six string Acoustic guitar Pete at 868-9818 room B-8 
FIESTA - 1979. No rust, new exhaust and consider how to increase our ranks 
The Navigators SYStem. Runs well . 679-8786- and effectiveness. -Write Southeast N.H. 
i 
1972 VW Super Beetle. Good running libertarian Alliance, Gen, Del. Raymond, 






, O~~~llent tires, needs body N.H. 03077. 
To all Jewish Students. UNH Faculty and 
1969 VW camper van, good parts, van or Staff have invited you to join them for a ca fl h C} P. reStoration job S 150.00. Call 862-2323, Rosh Hashanna Meal. If interested plP.ase 
8-4:30 for more informa.tion. Ask for contact Eric Goldman at 34Congreve Hall 
~ i 
Deirdra. at 869-1652 or leave a note in the 
.J STEREO FOR SALE: Pioneer SA 6500 65 Student Activities office. 
Call Garth or Kathy watt per channel amp (non-switching) Get your name in your only college 
1980 model. Alse Dual 1237 turntable yearbook! Write for the Granite and get 
868-7302 _ 'I with good cartridge. Both in mint paidforit.ContactRhondaat862-1280or 
/
. condition. listed separately for over $700. come to a new writers meeting on 
~ . or mo,:e info. . ~ Take both for $350. Will talk. Call Matt, Tuesday, Sept, 6 at 7 PM in room 125, 




At Arby's You 
c ·an Have It 
Both Ways! Hot, 
Juicy Sandwiches 
And Salad Full 
Of Taste , But Kind 
To Your 'Waist.' 
Delicious ... 
And Nutritious! 
Enjoy Restaurant Taste Without 








The New Hampshire 
If y9u are seeking \fame 
wealth , praise & just a 
pla in good t ime, come to 
a meeting 
Wednesday, ·sept .. 7 at 7 :30 pm 
1n The _New Hantpshire office / 
Room 151 
GET INVOLVED!! 
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SPORTS SHORTS 
SID of the year 
FALMOUTH, MASS . . - . UNH Sports Information 
Director Bill Knight received the lrvingT. Marsh Award this 
past summer. The a ward is given to the SID of the year in the 
Eastern Collegiate Athletic Conference. 
In addition to his numerous duties at UNH, Knight is also 
the publicity Director of the Yankee Conference, Editor of 
. the New England record Book and a member of the U.S. 
Basketball Writer's Association. 
Knight is a graduate of UNH and has served as Sports 
Information Director for the past 13 years. · 
Hockey fund raiser 
The Friends of University of New Hampshire Hockey will 
sponsor Casino Night at Snively Arena, Sept, IO, at 7:30 p.m. 
The event is a fund raising effort ~o provide new glass for · 
Snively Arena. The group also publishes the annual Hockey 
Yearbook and produces the game program for all UNH 
hockey contests. . 
Tickets are available at the MU B tic.ket office and in the 
Field House. Tickets are $3.00. 
Inglese joins staff 
Cathy Inglese has been named assistant. women's 
basketball coach and assistanf Athletic Director at the 
University of New Hampshire.. ,. 
· _ Inglese ~ho has been teaching and coachmg ~t 
Glastonbury High School (Conn.) the past three years, will 
assist UNH head coach Cecelia· DeMarco. 
Student-athelete awards 
David Kent -and Lisa Sulli\Lan have been named · co-
recipients of. the Secon~ Annual University of New 
Hampshire Alumni Student-Athlete-Awards. 
Kent helped place the UNH ski team in the top nine this 
past year at the NCA_A Championships in Bozeman, 
Montana. 
Sullivan scored 175 points in her four year·career on the 
UN H women's basketball team. During that time the tear:n 
compiled a superb 68-3 l record. 
Both Sullivan and Kent were unanimous choices and both 
earned a 3.2 cummulative grade point average. 
·Dunn 
. eyes Olympics 
M s· During the Labor Day 
By Lisa · matra -weekend. Dunn plans to run in 
Whether it be a leisurely ten a twenty kilometer race in New 
mile run across a scenic Haven, CT and two weeks later 
countryside or an irttense ten in a thirteen-mile race in VT. 
mile run through the bustling On October 16, Karen and her 
streets of the city, more and . roommate plan to run . in 
more people are beginning to Chicago Ts American Marathon 
hit the pavement with whatever 
Id k th as well. . o or new snea ers ey can When asked about a routine 
find in the quest for good training schedule, Karen 
health and shapely muscles. explained that each day varies 
Here in Durham. one such . betweenshort sprints and long 
Person is known for her endurance runs.averaging one-
. outstanding achievements · in hundred miles per week and 
running. Her name is Karen ending with a twenty mile run 
Dunn. on Sunday. When a runner 
Dunn. a senior here ;,it UN Ii trains as much as Karen does, 
is stud'}'ing Zoology a nd there must be a certain diet to 
recently placed fourth in the follow. Karen says yes, "Eat 
prestigious Boston Marathon. lots of carbos. including pasta 
She is originally from Durham. and breads and try not to 
NH and she first became overindulge in sweets although 
interested in running from an one must splurge once in a 
eighth grade friend, who was while!" 
already an avid runner. Recently, Karen entered 
Karen is clearly dedicated to three road . races in one 
the sport, finding time to cover weekend, quite . a feat for any 
a few miles on the road every one runner to accomplish, but 
day. This past summer she Karen had this weekend down 
participated in the Avon toascience,"ldidn'tkillmyself 
Women's Marathon in Los 
Angeles. ·Twelve-hundred when l ran these races l treated 
each one as a sprinter's women competed in this race 
and Karen crossed the finish workout a nd th us it helped to 
line in a time of two hours and carry me th rough all three 
races. I knew there was not 
thirty-eight - minutes. placing pressure -for me to win." 
ninth overall. Although she As any runner knows, 
had been a member of the UNH motivat•ion and energy is the 
track team during her key ·element to successful 
Freshman and Sophomore workouts and successful races. 
year, Karen p~efers .to run on Karen keeps herself motivated 
.her own or with friends, and b · ·1· h fr"ends h . . . y runnmg w1 1 • 
~0kPr:~=~ ~!!,~ ti~111a!~ ~~~EE)~t~.She. 
DIXON 
(Continued fro~ page 20) 
decide, along with his agent, another NBA team or go play 
whether he wants to become a for orie of the European teams 
free a~ent and try to make who have made him an offer. 
"He was really disappointed .. , 
commented McClain:'Robin 
has the ability to play in the ,, . . 
,\,EHIG}f 
.22 
UNH basketball star Robin-Dixon was drafted.by the Washington Bullets of the NBA this summer, 
He was the first UNH hoopster to be drafted by the pros. (Tim Skeer photo) 
feels that running is a great 
· outlet to relieve stress · of 
everyday hassles associated 
with college life. Karen always 
finds time to train. She explains 
that her self confidence has 
grown tremendously and her 
own pride is yet another reward 
for her running efforts. 
Competition in road races is 
very· important to Karen. She 
comments that other runners 
are very friendly and very 
SURportive. Competition is also 
important because she can 
improve her times and compare 
her running ability with other 
women · runners around the 
country. 
As an end note, Karen 
realizes that running isn't for 
everyon_e. She never tries to · 
press the $port upon anyone. 
Just as she found running 
enjoyable, Karen feels anyone 
can find their own· ··tove" as 
well. Right now Karen is 
preparing for the Olympic 
trials in Olympia, Washington 
where the top three women 
finalists from the country are 
given the honor to participate 
in the Summer Olympics next 
year in Los Angeles. Therefore, 
most of her time and energy 
will bes pent on training for this 
spectaular event. 
NCw women's field 
. . 
By Harold Young, Jr. 
The Univer_sity of New 
Hampshire will have a new 
addition to its .campus in the 
spring of 1984. A women's 
softball/ soccer field is being 
completed behind Snively 
Arena. 
The ~field, first designed in 
1967, was placed on- hold by 
U niv_ersity officials until Andy 
Mooradian, director of men's 
athletics. approached Pat 
Miller, executive director of 
Facilities Services, on the 
feasibility of constructing an 
athletic field for women this 
year. Mooradian cited the 
''really desperate need • for 
athletic fields for women" in his 
initial discussion with Miller. 
A coordinated effort 
between construction compa-· 
nies doing summer excavation 
work around the University 
and . Facilities Services has 
resulted in the cost of the field 
being dramatically reduced. 
Miller says a project that 
originally could haye cost 
$ I 00,000 will now cost only 
about $15,000. 
.. There has been enough 
construciton work in the area 
this summer to take care of our · 
fill needs," says Miller. "What 
would have cost us $20,000 for 
fill alone has cost us virtually 
nothing." 
Asso·ciate Professor Bob 
Moynihan of the Thompson 
School will have his Advanced 
Surve_ying Class students 
directly involved in levelling 
the field, probably starting in 
late_ September. "It's quite 
practical, and it gives them 
good experience," M oynil;lan 
said. · 
The Department of 
Women's Athletics is especially 
pleased with news of the field. 
According to Gail Bigglestone~ 
director of women's athletics, 
the area behind Snively Arena 
has been looked at ·c1osely in 
the past for possible field 
construction. · 
"We've had our eyes on the 
area for sometime," says 
Begglestone. "It will enhance 
the softball program. A definite 
boon, an unexpected pleasure, 
it's going to be great." 
r 
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Sports 
AII~ A meri c ans boost UNH lacro sse 
By Ray Routhier 
'"Sure, we have a pretty good 
lacrosse team here at UNH." 
That statement doesn't begin 
to descri-be the nationaJ 
prom1nence and respect UNH 
lacrosse gained over · the past 
year. A big step in rea-ehing Lhb 
plateau was the naming of 
,Steve Glover and Chad Doe as 
honorable mention All-
Americans, over the summer. 
"Glover and Doe had the 
confidence to take over in 
tough situations, and the team 
looked to them when the chips 
were dowrr", said coach Ted 
Garber. 
Garber stressed that having • 
two such excellent players 
helped the team in a lot of 
different ways. 
"Other teams would pay alot 
of . attention to them, leaving 
our other players open. "said 
Garber. "We had to have quite 
a few very good players, who 
were always get-ting the ball to 
them (Glover and Doe) and 
setting them up. It was a total 
team effort." 
The team was rewarded for 
their efforts. The laxmen 
posted a sparkling I 0-3 record 
and won the NCAA 's 
Northeast division. h was . 
UNH's best season since 1958 
and · they came within one 
victory of gaining an NCAA 
playoff berth. They also boast 
this year's Loyola Tournament 
title, on the way to which they 
defeated nationally ranked 
Rutgers. 
Six UNH players were 
named to the eleven man 
Northeastern Division 
Lacrosse All-star team. Doe 
and Glover were on that team 
in addition to playing in the 
New England East-West All-
?' 
Star game and the North- .,,, 
South National All-Star game. 
UN H coach Garber assisted his 
father Dick Garber in guiding 
the North All-Stars to a 
convincing victory over the 
South. ·. 
"They (Doe arid Glover) 
were a big_part ot that victory··, 
said Garber. "After that game, 
people were saying that Glover 
should have been a I st teamer." 
Glover scored a masterful 
goal while being covered by 
North Carolina's I st team 
defenseman Jay Haus. Both 
UNH representatives saw 
considerable action, which.. 
brought the name "New 
Hampshire" into the homes of 
people all across the country 
because of TV cov~rage . . 
Steve Glover is the all-time leading goal scorer in UNH lacrosse history H d 
honorable mention All-American this season. (Tim Skeer photo) · e was name an 
.Jhis was Chad Doe's second 
year as an All-American, and 
well deserved. The middie from 
Winchester, Mass. holds the 
UNH Midfielders' record for 
goals in a season (38) and goals 
in a ~areer (87). A business 
major while at UN'H. Doe is 
now the manager of the new 99 
Restaurant in Cambridge. The 
lacrosse players now have, a 
more than adequate place to Garber).' That game· signifies a "I called time out(in the to travel_so extensive_ly. So the 
dine during those grueling trips new era in UNH lacrosse. U Mass game)and everyone team will be having fund-
to UMass. UNll lacrosse is now started chanting UNH, UNH" raising activities and will even 
Steve Glover from Sudbury recognized by the opposition as said Garber. "The place was pay for the trips out of their 
Mass. is the all-time UNH goal a top contender. They boasted packed, I thought I was in own pockets. ' 
scorer with 153 to his credit. He two All-Americans, won their Snively Arena. People have T~~re is a sense of pride and 
also tied - two-time All- division and came so close to come up to me who were at the tr~d1t1on that is being built into 
American John Fay's career one of only eight playoff spots. game and told me that they ·this las;rosse program, ancf 
point mark with 229. Glover This was Ted Garber's goal couldn't wait for next season.•• having two All-Americans on 
was recently appointed head when he took over three years If you're a lacrosse fan_. you the team last season was a big 
coach of .the San Diego State ago. But now the fans at UNH have good reason to wait for part of that. As the tradition 
lacrosse team. Their program is are· beginning to see that they I next season. UN H's schedule grows, the contributi-ons of 
- stronger than one may think, as have a team of championship has been strengthe·ned to Steve Glover, Chad Doe and 
they placed three men among caliber. This factor of campus include Maryland, Penn St., their contemporaries will not 
the top scorers last season. support and enthusiasm could Virginia and Delaware. be soon forgotten. 
Glover's 229th point came in be the extra ingredient the Unfortunately, the athletic 
overtime in the final game of · Iaxmen need to go on to new department doesn't - provide ' 
the 1983 s.eason to b~at heights. enough money for the laxmen . 
UMass/coached _bv ,D•c_k Dixon gives NBA his best shOt 
By Steve Langevin 
When the Washington 
Bullets named UN H standout 
Robin Dixon as their fifth 
rpund selection, he became the 
first UNH athlete to be drafted 
by a National Basketball 
Association franchise. 
""I'm really happy", said 
Dixon. I'm just glad I have this 
opportunity to show some 
people what I can do." 
_A native of Matapan Ma., 
Dixon led UN H in scoring this 
past year with 20.8 points per 
game. He also fil\_ished with-
1590 career points. Other 
accomplishments during his 
senior season included leading 
the ECAC North Atlantic 
Conference in scoring; being 
named All-Conference, All-
New England and honorable 
mention All-American. 
He was also named All-
certainly did that.·,. 
UN H went from 4-22 his 
freshman year, to 7-19, to 9-18 
and· ONH's first ever post 
season playoff bid in his junior 
year. culminating with his 
senior year. when the Wildcats 
not only climbed above the 500 
mark. 16-12, but also tied for 
the ECAC N AC title. 
Dixon, a graduate of Thayer 
Academy was a four-year 
starter for the Wildcats. 
averaging double figures all 
four years. His best 
performances last season 
included 35 points agai11st 
Connecti.cut, 32 versus Holy 
Cross and 31 in - the 
Northeastern contest. 
degree on time. unlike many of 
the other college players in the 
country. I think that says as 
much about Robin and UNH 
as anything else." 
Another facet of Dixon 
being drafted is the exposure it 
·gave the UNH basketball 
program in general. 
· "All of this gives our 
program great credibility", 
admitted Friel. "It tells a young 
player it's worth a shot to go to 
a good school and get an 
education. If you're good 
enough you'll make it." 
"This should also help 
seniors Al McClain, Dan 
Nolan and Mike Dinneen", 
added Friel. "They will have to 
work hard this year but the 
expos.ure that Robin has given 
UN H has to help their chances 
of being drafted." 
Chad Doe was named an honorable menti~n All-American . 
midfielder for the second straight year. (Tim Skeer photo) 
. District by the U.S. Basketball 
Writers Association and the 
National Association ., of 
Basketball Coaches. 
He fared very well at the 
European Tryout Camp at St. 
Peters College in New Jersey. 
in early June: His stock began 
to rise there and he also played 
in the N. Y. Pro League this 
summer. 
"I can't say enough aboul 
Robin", said Fricl. "Anytime 
you become the first player to 
do anything. it's spectacular. 
The thing that pleases me- the 
most is that Robin got his 
McClain agrees with his 
coach. "I consider Dan Nolan 
and myself to be the same 
caliber player as Robin, so I 
feel we both have a good shot at 
being drafted nex~ year." . 
Write Sports for The New Hampshire 
. "Robin's original goal when 
1 he got here was to help turn our 
program around", said UNH 
head coach 9erry Friel. "He 
As it turned out Dixon was 
not invited to the Bullets 
~eteran camp and now must 
DI XON,page 19 
